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PREFACE
At the present
vorsation

time one of the main

among American

also found

business

counted

required

tax conscious
accounting
ation,

The public,

income tax

in general,

has become

The writer,

has taken an interest

and the results

extending

in the lower income brack-

in the last few years.

major,

The author

in his office,

of the Federal

many people

ets to file returns.

of con-

This could, of cour-se , be ac-

for by the broadening

base which

men is taxes.

this trend of discourse

even to the stenographers.

topics

being

an

in this tax situ-

of a study in this field are present-

ed herewith.
Taxes in themselves
numerous

problems.

cided to narrow

are a broad

subject involving

After much deliberation

his study down to cover Federal

taxes, but again was left with a category
properly

covered

an additional

in its entirety.

reduction

pose
"

and complexity

taxpayer

income taxes.

and what

tt'l'19 h

that the
in rates,
The pur-

the accountant

in connection

ii

income

the circumstances

to the changes

of Federal

is to show the tax changes

done for the American

Under

de-

that could not be

was made with the result

scope in this field was confined
amounts,

the author

with the

has

iii
problems

arising

intention

out of these changes.

to use examples

of rates and complexity,
each item separately.
rarely

consulted

his present

that will

It is the writers

show the typical

since it is not possible

Since the accountant

on taxation

es are studied

it is amazing

one.

to discover

to cover

in 1913

by many businesses,

day status has been a rapid

As income tax-

the problems

and the place

that he is carving

present

of business.

The writer

show the accountants
of the income

rise to prominence

tax and the results

the accounting

of modern

partly

brought

on which

present

Federal

income

chapter

one is devoted

ation and the amounts
effective
problems

have,

about by him on

of income

in connection

in the second chapter

different

returns

complex problems

come tax returns.

There

author has attempted

income
a

of the

VJith this end in view,

on which

The rates

of tax-

these rates are

varied from year to year.

discussed

varied

of world

eras would provide

to this background.

filed.

to

as a result

to build the development

tax. struc ture.

of course,

arising

in the

day business.

the earlier American

strong foundation

that

also plans

The author felt that a short history
taxes including

was

his rise to

he has simplified,
day annals

trend

The

with these categories
from the standpoint

are
of the

The third chapter presents
that arise in the completion
are many in this connection

to show only the more

important.

the
of inbut the
The

iv
accountant

has been, naturally,

in the development
with

of income taxes,

their relation

chapter

four.

a very influential

to business.

especially

in connection

This has been

The final chapter brings

factor

shown in

out the conclusions

drawn from this study along with some brief

summar-y state-

ments.
The main
from the Revenue
year.

These,

difficult

source of material

Acts and the actual tax returns

of course,

to segregate

topic should

for each

contain many items, and it has been

and draw a distinct

stop and the next begin,

seenl to interlock.
interest,

has been taken directly

Since American

those parts pertaining

line where

one

since most of them

business

to foreign

is the primary
enterprises

have

not been included.

There are, of course, many

nesses

specialized

accounting

companies.

In view of this fact, the

that require

banks and insurance
writer

has also omitted mention

falling

under

pictures

the latter heading.

convey

thoughts

this idea in mind,
form of graphs

method

systems,

It is generally

much better

known that

than writing

and with

all tables have been reproduced

to make a clearer understanding

in the

for the reader.

to go back to the origin

income taxes in the United

of approach

such as

of any type of organization

Since it has been necessary
of Federal

types of busi-

States,

the historical

to the subject has been lllainlyemployed.

In view of the content, however,

the statistical

method

was

v

also used to cover the numerous
figures

necessary
The author

Ludlow,

Member

also wishes
Harrison,

to cover the subject
is deeply

of the United

him many needed

indebted

to the Honorable

at Butler University,

tax attorney,

in his library.

for allowing

C.

him to

To his professors

John S. Lloyd and Charles

on this research

Louis

He

to Mr. William

J. Anthony,
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in carrying

and

for sending
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of tables
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THE INCREASE IN RATES, AMOUNTS, AND COMPLEXITY
OF THE FEDERAL INCOME TAX AND THE
IMPORTANCE OF ACCOUNTING
CHAPTER I
GENERAL BACKGROUND
"The financing

of governments

passes unnoticed

by

many persons until a public crisis forces it upon their
consciousness,

yet the activities

and continuously

of governments directly
affect our daily lives."l For example,

during the prosperous

decade following

the World War, there

was not a great deal of comment as to the tax burden.
very short period thereafter,

not only this country but the

entire world was faced with a major depression.
lems of that major depression were numerous
nature.

In a

The prob-

and of a varied

Incomes fell sharply and the revenue from income

taxes even nlore so, thus creating a serious problem in
Federal

financing.

This is vividly demonstrated

by the

lAlfred Buehler, Public Finance, (2d ed.; New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1940), p.l.

1

2

tables2

and graphsD

tions respectively.
penditures

pertaining
With

to individuals

and corpora-

the lower tax revenue,

of the governnlent were not decreasing

but were rather

increasing

these expenditures

to new high levels.

to be met?

the exaccordingly,
How were

That problem was answered

the simple word of "credit"

and vast sums of money were

borrowed.

apparent

It is,of course,

of credit
offered

or country must be limited

on a sound financial

apparently

individual

have felt it imperative
of helping

to determine

the correct

taxable

if it is to

Thus taxation

has

that the business
to bring

to complete

the taxes payable

incomes.

time the accountant

but the

on to help defray expense.

of these increases

ant for the purpose
necessary

basis.

again been called

is as a result

purpose

of indebtedness

to the public have been oversubscribed,

continue

first

that this extending

is good, since all evidences

debts of any person

by

It

man and

in the accountthe returns

as computed

from

This was, of course, not the

has been called upon for this

and his exact place

in the scheme will be shown in

a later chapter.
It is only natural
system

of income

that one would wonder when this

taxes began.

Net income taxation

2See Infra, pp. 12, 26.
3See Infra, pp. 13, 14-27, 28.

in its

3
present
income

development

is the product

taxes were not altogether

of the last century,

foreign

is not exactly known when they started,
before

the Christian

Athens

levied

totle refers
puted,

stock and measuring

tury.

levied a personal

The English

ance with

1381.

com-

by counting

that the city of

income tax in the fifteenth

poll tax of 1379 was graduated

introduced

cen-

in accord-

and his taxable

capacity

This tax was

and was one cause of the Peasants

In 1697 France

success,

It is known

by his social rank and income.

deeply resented

and Aris-

The tax was easily

the status of the taxpayer

as revealed

India, and Greece.4

income vias determined

grain.

It

but they were found

an income tax in the days of Solon,

since the taxable

Florence

to antiquity.

era in China, Egypt,

to the same in Egypt.

but

revolt

in

a poll tax which was not a

and it was not illltil1914 that she adopted her pres-

ent system of income taxation.
The income tax did not become
nineteenth

century when it was proven

the English

experiment.

property,
with

by taxpayers

premiums.

the wars with France under
4

the

to be practicable

by

after allowing

as the support of children,

and insurance

until

In 1799 there was a tax on the

total net income as declared
for such expenses

established

repairs

to

This arose in connection

the influence

of William

Buehler, op.cit., pp.523-528. (This reference
been used for the above and following two paragraphs.)

Pitt.

has

1--------

------

---------------------------

!

4
Since the American
it may be noted

ta."Cis our chief interest,

that an income tax was proposed

was not adopted.
made

income

The colonies

and early state governments

some use of this type of taxation,

government

but the fedel"al

did not enter the field until

the Civil V,[ar.Con-

an income tax law in 1861, but it VIas so hur-

gress enacted
riedly

in 1815 but

drafted

that its operation

measure

next year.

gaines,

profits,

Uni ted states'

was held up until a new

"The tax of 1862 was imposed upon

or incomes

and upon

of any person

residing

'annual

in the

'income from any source whatever.

t

,,5

The rate was 3% on first $10,000 and 5% on the excess with
of :l~600.00.

an exemption

Deductions

tion of federal

employees,

at the source.

It is interesting

feature
rents

was introduced

actually

ly because

between

in 1872.

the maximum

of
5
~.,

permitting

taxed

to note that in 1865 a
the deduction

a patriotic

of house

A vivid comparison
tax yield

in its

can be made, however,

in 1866 of ~~73,
000,000 when
tax collected

filed on individuals

p. 527.

duty, but after the

it and resulted

were filed and present

returns

or dividends

This Civil War tax was a success main-

soon arose against

460,170 returns
nmnber

and interest

it was considered

war agitation
abandonment

paid.

were taxes, remuneI'a-

as shovm

and
on

5
Table l~ Number

Individual

Returns

and Tax, and Graph 1,7 Hmnber
Het Income
panic

1913-39,

found

rates

of Individual

and falling

dividual

off of trade.

in 1895.

After

ality

constitutional

still held.

As a result

a tax upon

in 1894.

but the decision

expenditures.

resulting

cable only to corporations.

and insurance

There were deductions
dividends

trusts

1%

and

on the

joint stock companies,

companies,

in excess

of ~5,000.

allowed for taxes, interest,

taxed

and losses not compensated
Court declared

Vlhen this tax was established

6 See Infra, p. 12.

7Ibid, p. 13.

was also feel-

against

It was levied at

In 1911 the Supreme

tax constitutional.

tax continued

in 1909 in an income tax appli-

of other corporations,

for by insurance.

tax Vias

of unconstitution-

Congress

the reaction

annual net income of corporations,
associations

un-

This caused quite a bit of contro-

ing, along with the public,
big corporations

in-

The tax

since it was declared

The demand for an income

along with advancing

the

arose because

versy in view of the fact that the Civil War income
declared

with

caused by new high

income was adopted

was never put into use, however,
constitutional

revenue

in tariff duties

and business

Returns

in the next chapter.

of 1893 a need for additional

of the sharp decline

1913-39 w Lth Net Income

the

in 1909,

6
Congress

also proposed

authorizing

an amenQ~ent

to the Constitution

a tax upon net income.

On February
the Consitution

25, 1913, the sixteenth

went into effect.

amendment; to

It read:

The Congress shall have power to lay and collect
taxes on incomes from whatever source derived,
without apportiorunent among the several States,
and without regard to any census or enumeration.8
This infant,
amounts
being

born in 1913, has grown rapidly

with added problems

considered

this connection
doubtedly

of complexity,

as a modern monster

in rates and

until

today he is

of Frankenstein.

it should not be overlooked

we ane d away from simplicity

In

that he was un-

by evasion

and avoid-

ance of taxpayers.
It is interesting
sure been passed until
September

4, 1914 the President

Congress

revenue

for the purpose

be created

of the United

on the necessity

of providing

of meeting

by the falling

by the war.

in the war, a necessity

States

On
ad-

additional
which would

off of imports from countries

for additional
expenditures

It vie» also felt that the increased
8The United

the deficit

With the entrance

about by the increased

had this mea-

the vVorld Viar had its effect.

dressed

affected

to note that hardly

of the United

States

taxes was brought

of the Army and Navy.
tax was justified

States Constitution.

since

7
each person

should bear his share or the burden

or rinan-

cing the war.
After

the enactment

suddenly

stopped

entirely

new problem

of these increases,

and the country was then raced with an
or readjustment.

of our war machine

was necessary,

rilling

contracts,

living

government

on a war time basis.

rinancial
general

reconstruction

making

about with
reduction

basis.

an attenwt

since industry

and the country

on an entirely

Accordingly
to equalize

included

changed

concerning

a tax reduction
taxation.

came

and there was also a

avoidance

This general underlying

has continued

at an increasing

are concerned,

there was little change

however,

rorm since the post war period.

House

The

In 1924, tax

in rates.

So rar as the tax returns

As previously

started the ball rolling

or many

system.

to its status quo on

speed with the increase

a period

a

the law and close some or the gaps that

were being used ror avoidance.9

depression

had been

as a whole was

This, or course,

was still in the limelight,

trend to simpliry

thought

The demobilization

theme was to restore business

a profit

the war

changes

of Representatives

93•S• Seidmans,
Federal Income Tax~,
p. 6?4.

stated the

again, and 1932 began

and increased
passed

in their

rates.

a bill mainly

In 1934, the
for the purpose

Seidmans Legislative Historr of
(New ::lork: Prentice-Hall, 1938),

I-I

8

of preventing

tax avoidance.

modifications

since they felt that certain measures

have

The Senate r-ecommended

an UIlfavorable effect on business

inconsequential

amount of avoidance.lO

a stride was being made
1937, the President

in the proper

loopholes

1. Domestic

2. Incorporated

exchanges

only an

direction

and Avoidance

and on June 1,

tax avoidance.

made a report

show-

that existed as follows:ll

personal

3. Artificial

would

This did show that

in his message mentioned

The Commd,ttee on Tax Evasion
ing certain

and prevent

some

holding

yachts,
deductions

companies.

country estates,

etc.

for losses from sales or

of property.

4. Incorporated
5. Artificial

talents.

deductions

for interest

and business

expense.
6. Multiple
7. Foreign

trusts.
personal

8. Non-resident

holding

companies.

aliens.

It will be shovm later how many of these matters
led through

increased

the stimulation

taxation.

of business

The act of 1938 had in mind

without

reducing

as can readily be seen" is quite a problem
lOIbid,
llIbid.,

p. 294.
p , 155.

were hand-

revenues.

and whether

This,
it

9

would have
European

eventually

been solved will never be known.

war was beginning

time, and it

VlaS

not long until rearmament

topic or conversation.
with
paid.

to gain prominence.about

The defense

rinal one.

taxes ,,!illhave
the top at which

into being and

of how this cost is to be

tax is one answer,

It is the general

but by no means

consensus

of opinion

to go up, and no one ventures

has been given for the purpose
the general

which

in the tax. law took place.

changes

With an understanding
in various periods

the accountants

viewpoint

economic

and the resulting

on the situation.

or business

but also from that of the government

with each other.

in

Likewise,

and how and

his present

day

to both in their dealings

This will, as previously

with in its entirety

changes

not only from the standpoint

has accomplished

or being invaluable

of

be much easier to compre-

must be considered

importance

under

condition

the problem

in what way the accountant

or more

background

of the g~neral

the t ax law, it will undoubtedly
hend

that

to estimate

clearly understanding

the country

the

they will stop.

The foregoing

various

this

was the general

This has been brought

it the cost and the problem

The

in a later chapter.

stated, be dealt

CHAPTER II
RATES AND AMOUNTS OF FEDERAL

INCOME TA.,,{

Section I
Individuals.1--Federal

income tax returns are divided into

very definite

categories

partnerships,

fiduciaries,

are all required

which are individuals,

and gifts, the income of which

to be reported

certain circumstances.
and have developed

corporations,

and tax paid thereon under

Just what these circuUlstances were

into from the standpoint

of the increase

in rates and amounts will be brought out and. shown as a
trend from one year to the next.
Exactly how this trend has grovm is shown by the
following

Table 1, Number Individual Returns 1913-1939,

Reporting

Net Income and Ta..."{
Paid; and Graph 1, Number- of

Individual

Returns Reporting

Net Income 1913-1939;

with Graph 2, Total Income Tax Reported
turns 1913-1939;
filed in 1938~and

when nineteen

along

on Individual Re-

times as many returns were

1939 as in 1913.

In this connection

the

lunited States Individual Income Tax Return, 191340, (The material in this section has mainly been taken
from these returns.)
10

~"-,........... -----------------------------~~11
revenue

was increasing

sixfold

in 1939.
The reasons

of course,

fort~-five

times in 1938 and thirty-

for the figures

in Table 1, page 12, are,

the rates of tax and the amoun t s on which

they

are effective.
The first Revenue
heavily

Act in 1913 did not bear too

on the individual,

1% on net income.

and imposed

The single taxpayers,

not living with their husband
family,
person

were

allowed

an exemption

An exemption

of a family.

will be referred
no provision
the present

or those married

of ~F3,000.

of a

Hereafter,

the

to those fall-

and living husband

or wife or

In order to simplify matters,

this class

to as, "mar-r-Led"in the future.

made for a credit for dependents.
surtax, it is interesting

There

"JaS

In view of

to observe

the rates

2
in force at that time whicb were as follows:
lor
/0 on income over ~; 20,000

and under

"

~

2%

II

"

3?'b

II

II

4%
I

II

5O'f
1°

61&

"

fr

"

~~100,000.

~ilOO,000

"

II

~)250,000.

II

$250,000

II

"

;;1;500,000.

"

$500,000.

~ 50,000

"

"

"

II

It

"

2Statistics

~~ 50,000.

"
"

"
"

~ 75,000

of Income for 1937

-'

and

will be known as

of t~4,000 was allowed

ing in the class of married

tax of only

or wife and not the head

coming under the preceding heading

"singlell•

head

a normal

75,000.

Part I, p. 192.
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TABLE 1
NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL RETURNS 1913-1939
REPORTING NET INCOME AND TAX PAIDa
NUMBER

~

1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938~
1939

~,

TAX-l~

OF RETURNS

357,598
357,515
336,652
437,036
3,472,890
4,425,114
5,332,760
7,259,944
6,662,176
6,787,481
7,698,321
7,369,788
4,171,051
4,138,092
4,101,547
4,070,851
4,044,327
3,707,509
3,225,924
3,877,430
3,723,558
4,094,420
4,575,012
5,413,499
6,350,148
6,548,008
6,466,248

28,254
41,046
67,944
173,387
795,381
1,127,722
1,269,630
1,075,054
719,387
861,057
882,222
743,939
766,784
761,440
861,582
1,204,170
1,029,379
511,713
287,803
401,877
425,019
511,400
657,439
1,214,017
1,141,569
1,286,311
1,028,833

aU. S. 'Treasury Department, Statistics
(Washington: Government Printing Office,

of Income for
1940),--p.35.

bU. S. Treasury Department, Annual
Report of the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, (Washington: Government
Printing Ofi'ice, 1939), p.I,K
-lHn thousands

of dollars.
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In order

to visualize

comparative
1913-1939,

more clearly

Graph 3, Examples

and it is easily

increas6Q

in slwtaxes,

Surtax Rates,

This shows how the bur-

on the higher

income brackets,

seen how it would be greatly

tage of these taxpayers
purpose

of Individual

on page 20.

is presented

den has constantly

this change

of assisting

to bring

to the advan-

in an accolmtant

in cOBpletion

of the return.

Ifhese rates continued until 1916 when

remained

the same.

same, changed
on incomes
to have

The su:?tax rates,

its influence

on single persons

persons

the

of 13%

the war began

took a very rapid
were reduced

to
cred-

in the form of $200 for
to

2/0

on the first

The surtax was lowered

con-

to cover income s from ~~5,000 to f$6,000 vll th a
rate of 1% and finally reached

starting

starting

An additional

The normal rate increased

and 4% on the ba Lanc e ,

siderably

to ;~2,000..

The exemptions

a new high

In 1917,

on taxes, and rates

this year, bowever,

each dependent.
~~2,000

a~d over.

Exemptions

~~1,000 and on married
it did appear

although

to 27~at ~~40,000 and reached

of $2,000,000

turn upward.

the first in-

as the normal rate rose to 2%.

or-eas e occurred

for the

~~2,000,000 and over.

a height

A war excess profits

of 63% on

tax in addition

to the other taxes was also due this year at the rate of 8%
on income
invested
vested

over ~6,000
capital.

capital,

from salaries

or businesses

In the case of businesses

there was a graduated

having

having

no

an in-

scale of rates.

If

16
the net income

equaled

5~~ of the invested

capital,

the rate

For net incomes from 15jb to 20% a 257b rate; 20;:&

was 20%.

to 251; a 35;b rate; 25% to 33% a 45ft

and in exc e s s of

rate;

33% the rate was 60%.
For the next four years,
unchanged.

Rates

of 65% on incomes

the exemptions

of surtax rose slightly w Lth a new high
of ~~1,000,000 and over.

to 6% on the first '1p4,000

increased

1918, but dropped
three years.

remained

Normal

tax rates

and 12% on allover

to 4% and 8J6 respectively

The war excess profits

for the latter

tax disappeared

after

1917 and has never been seen again, but the present
bring

war may

its return.
A general

t ax reduction

in 1922 and 1923 although
Surtaxes

were reduced,

began to make

the normal

its appearance

rate remained

and the highest

the same.

was 501G on ~:~200,000

wi th the low of 1% on income s of ~~6,000 to $10,000.
exemptions
the married
dependents
changed
mained
duction

for single taxpayers

remained

class it increased

to ~2,500,

was rnade~p400.

the same until 1926.
appeared

but for

and the credit for

The other exemptions

In 1924, however,

a further

in both the normal and surtax rates.
for a graduated

4% on the second,

liaxes decreased

at $1,000,

The

This amount of ~$400 has never been

and is still in use today.

first now provided
$4,000,

in

re-

The

scale of 2% on the first

and 6% on allover

appreciably

re-

$8,000.

Sur-

with none being due on incomes

17
oE less than $10,000

and then at the rate oE only 1% on

to ~t14,000.

the Eirst bracket

The highest

tax was 40%

at the level 01' :~;500,000and above.

appearing

this low minimum

continued

which were again lowered
~;100,000 and over.
tax also appeared

along with the higher

reduction

in 1926 continuing

through 1927, when the

to the rate 01' li%, the second

to 3%, .and any balance

raised

this year to ~f,3,500and 4~1,500 on married

until
normal

respectively.

1932.

to 5%.

The exemptions

These exemptions

1929 witnessed

taxes.

The first ;jp4,000 was subject

however,

there unchanged

unchanged

in rates

on

to a tax of

to 4%.

i%,

The rates

to the 1926 level in 1930 and remained

until 1932.

In 1932, as anyone can not have failed
the country was in a very precarious
come :from taxes Eor the previous
and the strain on the treasury
it is only natural

position.

to notice,
With the in-

year at a very low level

at a new high :for peace times,

that more revenue

should be necessary;

therefore,

taxes turned upward.

the levels

of 1921 at $2,500 and $1,000 for married

le classes.

were

and single

continued

the last decrease

the second $4,000 to 2%, and any balance
returned,

brackets

in the normal

~4,000

classes

1932,

of 20Jt on

in 1926 to a maximum

An additional

first $4,000 was subject

Until

Normal

Exemptions

tax rates returned

dropped back to
and sing-

to the 1918 level of

45t on the first ~V4,000 and 85& on any balance.

Surtaxes

18
jumped sharply, and the minimwn fell to 1% on $6,000 to

:fP7 ,500 and reached 55% on ~i>l,OOO,OOOand over.

The situ-

ation saw no change in 1933.
The rates on brackets

ended in 1934 and a flat rate

of 4% on income was enforced to remain through 1940.

Sur-

taxes continued upward and in 1934 reached 59% on incomes of
over $1,000,000.

A lower level of $4,000 to $6,000 was also

included at the rate of 4%.

In 1936 the rates remained

the

same up to $50,000 and then increased until a new all time
high was reached at 757~ on ~p5,000,000and above.
mained

These re-

intact until 1940 when, although the minimum

imum taxes were unchanged,

the total tax was higher

the rates rose faster on lower incomes.

and maxsince

Table 2, Individual

Surtax Rates 1913-39, and Graph 3, Examples

of Individual

Surtax Rates, 1913-39, which folloWS on pages 19 and 21, show
this trend of surtax vividly and make a very interesting
study.
1940 also provided for the first change in exemptions
since 1921.

Single persons were allowed only ~;800,and those

married were reduced to $2,000.

With a world war staring

the United states in the face and rearmament
twenty-four
accordance

hours a day, an additional

industry racing

tax was born.

In

with the general trend of thought, it was termed

a "defense tax" and provided for a rate of 10% on the predetermined

total tax payable as an additional

tax.

Although

in

19
TABLE 2
1913-1939
INDIVIDUAL SURTAX RATES-~YEAR

NET INCOME

EXCEED- EQUAL-1913-15 16 17 18-20.21-23 24 25-31 32-33 34-35 36-39
ING
ING
Thousands of
Dollars
4
5
6
7.5
8
10
12
12.5
13
14
15
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56

5
6
7.5
8
10
12:
12.5
13
14
15
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
2
2
2
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
5
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

1
2
2
3
4
5
5
5
6
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

1
1
1
2
3
3
3
4
4
5
6
8
9
10
11
12
13
15
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

1
1
1
1
2
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10
11
12
13
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
19
20

1
1
1
1
2
2
3
4
5
6
7
7
8
8
9
9

10
10
11
11
12
12
13
13
14
14
15

1
1
1
2
3
3
3
4
4
5
6
8
9
10
11
12
13
15
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

4
4
5
5
6
7
8
8

4
4
5
5
6
7
8
8

8

8

9
9
11
13
15
17
17
19
19
19
21
21
21
24
24
24
27
27
27
30
30
30
33

~~Statistics of Income for 1937 Part I" pp.192-193

9
9
11
13
15
17
17
19
19
19
21
21
21
24
24
24
27
27
27
:11
31
31
35

20

TABLE 2 - Continued
INDIVIDUAL SURTAX RATES 1913-1939
YEAR

NET INCOME

EXCEED- EQUAL-1913-15 16 17 18-20 21-23 24 25-31 32-33 34-35 36-39
ING
ING
Thousands of
Dollars
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
74
75
76
78
80
82
84
86
88
90
92
94
96
98
100
150
200
250
300
400
500
750
1,000
1,500
2,000
5,000

60
62
64
66
68
70
72
74
75
76
78
80
82
84
86
88
90
92
94
96
98
100
150
200
250
300
400
500
750
1,000
1,500
2,000
5,000

-----

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4·
4
4
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6

2 12
3 17
3 17
3 17
3 17
3 17
3 17
3 17
3 17
3 17
3 17
3 17
4 22
4 22
4 22
4 22
4 22
4 22
4 22
4 22
4 22
4 22
5 27
6 31
7 37
8 42
9 46
9 46
:J.O
50
10 55
11 61
12 62
13 00
13 63

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
52
56
60
63
63
64
64
65
65
65
65
65

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

21
21
22
23
24
25
26
26
27
27
28
28
29
30
31
31
32
33
34
35
36
36
37
37
38
38
39
39
40
40
40
40
40
40

15
16
16
17
17
17
18
18
18
18
18
18
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
50
51
52
53
54
55
55
55
55

33
33
36
36
36
39
39
39
42
42
42
42
45
45
45
45
45
50
50
50
50
50
52
53
54
54
55
56
57
58
59
59
59
59

35
35
39
39
39
43
43
43
47
47
47
47
51
51
51
51
51
55
55
55
55
55
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
73
73
74
75
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1937

of $25,000
of $50,000
on~100,000
of;~1000000

22
a very embryonic
helpful

stage, it is easily seen that it Vlill be

in producing

some of the much needed

In view of the high taxes payable
the upper

income brackets

to hire

an accountant

minimum

figure

Corporations.3--Without

the amount payable

of Coroporation

and Tax Paid, 1913-39,

tional

1913-39,

began in 1909.

revenue,

Returns

as

Reporting

on page 2'7 and the Graph
Profits

on page 29, is obtained

As shown in Chapter

porations

to a

II

5, Total Income, VIar-Profits, and Excess

taxes.

to their advantage

a doubt the greatest

shown by Table 3, Number

porations,

in

and still be sure of its correctness.
Section

Net Incomes

by individuals

it is naturally

to compute

revenue.

Tax on Cor-

from corporation

I, the tax on incomes

After being declared

of cor-

constitu-

in 1913, all net income was to be taxed at the rate

of 1%, and no specific
the first

increase

Nineteen

occurred,

seventeen

tax systeln designed

tax

Under

saw the beginning

III which

appearing

to 2~'&.

of an intricate

more accurately

the circumstances,

computation

dealt with in Chapter

In 1916, however,

and the rate was raised

to determine

due the government.
excess-profits

credit was allowed.

the amount

the problem

that year

covers "complexity."

of

will be
In

3united States Corporation Income Tax Return,19l81932, 1934-1940, (The material in this sectIOn has mainly
been taken from these returns.)

23
connection
earnings

witl1 income tax, however,

dividends

rrom March 1, 1913 through December

received

31, 1915 were

taxable at the rate of 1~&. A 2% tax was payable
come in excess of the smn of the excess-profits
current year and the dividends received
IJ1arch1, 1913 through December

rrom

011.

net in-

t~~ for the

out or earnings

31, 1915.

In cases where the

net income was in excess of the sum or the excess-profits
tax. for the current year and dividends received
ings from March 1, 1913 through December
increased

out of earn-

31, 1917, the rate

to 4%.

The war also had its very definite efrect on corporations.

This was shown very clearly in 1918.

credit did appear that year, however,
which continued until 1928.

A specific

in the amount of ~2,000

The rate went up this year to

127"Son the net income in excess of the sum of (1) the specific
credit,

(2) the excess-profits

and war profits taxes for the

current year, and (3) interest received on United
ligations

issued after September

also was enforced

1, 1917.

States ob-

A war-profits

tax

this year, but in view of the manner in

which it was computed,
chapter on "complexity."
the next three years.

it will also be discussed

in the

The rate was reduced to 10J6 for
The net income on which this tax

applied was computed in a different manner providing

that it

was the income in excess of the sum of (1) the specific credit,
(2) excess-profits

tax. ror the current year, (3) excess-profits

24
and war profits
(4) interest

tax on income from goverrunent contracts,

received

after September

on United

States obligations

1, 1917, and (5) War Finance

bonds not exempt.

These provisions

remained
changed

until

1925.

States which

These qualifications

to be included

continued

the oorrect

taxable

credi t rose

to 4~3,000 in 1928.

uated

net income was

of the United

in gross income.

as the basis for obtaining

income until 1932, although

As prosperity

the specific

The rates, however,

and rose to 13% in 1925 and further

two years.

increased

for the following

revenue,

the rate fell

change.

The specific

and all net income was subject
The status

established

to the

two years.

As in many other goverrunent affairs
about a general

fluct-

to 13i% the next

in 1928 to 12% and again in 1929 to 11% and returned
1928 figure

1922.

credit and credit for the

as interest upon obligations

is required

until

to l2~fo, and so

The basis for computing

to allow only the specific

amount received

Corporations

continued

In that year the rate was again increased

issued

1932 brought

credit

disappeared,

to a tax at the rate of 13 3/41~.

that year was not changed until 1936.

It was at this time that the term "Normal Tax Net Income"
was used, meaning
est received

on obligations

instrtunentalities
dividends

the net income less (1) credit for inter-

received

of the United

States

and its

and (2) credit of 85% of the runotmt of
from domestic

corporations

subject to tax.

25
If the result
was 87b.
$2,000

~p25, 000
paying

was equal to or less than $2,000,

An 117b rate was imposed
and equaling

on the income exceeding

$15,000 with a tax of 13% on the next

and a maximum
corporation

of 157b on all over ~~40,000.

vms also irritated

and made

this srune year by a surtruc on undistributed
only in all fairness
in the next

the tax

1ne tax-

tax conscious

profits.

It is

to this surt~~ that it too be discussed

chapter dealing with IIcomplexity."

ing year found no changes,
were made as to whether

The succeed-

but in 1938 two distinct

the net income was more

classes

or less than

~1;25,000. If less, the first fp5,000 was taxed at 12iJJb,

any

balance

not in excess of 4~20,000 at l47b, and that part over

f~20,000

was subject

exceeded

$25,000

The general

lI1fnere
the net income

there were several ways to compute

rule was 19% of the adjusted

this result,
domestic

to a tax of 16%_

net income.

corporations

plus 2!% of the dividends

to obtain

the total income tax.

tax could be computed
of interest

if no portion

or dividends.

tax of' ~~3,525 on the first $25,000

any balance.
of interest
The adjusted

If any portion
or dividends

of

paid credit,
If a corpora-

tion's net income was slightly more than $25,000,

consisted

Prom

14.025% of the total income from dividends

was subtracted

nate

the tax.

an alter-

of the gross income

This was figured

at a

and at the rate of' 32J& on

of the gross income did consist

the tax was obtained

as follows.

net income was added to the interest

on obliga-

26
tions of the United
division

States and from this total the first

net income of ~;25,000 was subtracted.

on obligations

of the United

recei ved was then subtracted
answer was subject
to incomes
mined

on the first division.

of the difference

interest

on obligations

qj;25,000and any interest
over qP25,000.
received

and the balance

between

with the deter-

taxed at 32%.

States

of the United

and the total t ax on the first
under this alterof the two,

that is, either the amount as found by the general
This procedure

As in the case of individuals,
so made

subject

regular

rates for normal

to the defense

000 was increased

rule or

was unchanged
corporations

tax beginning

in 1939.

were al-

in 1940.

The

tax net incomes of less than q);25,

to 13 ..
51& on the first ~;j5,000,15% on the

next :;~15,000,and l7Jb on allover
with incomes

States

To this was added

the final tax payable

method.

less

of dividends

The final amount due was the smaller

by an alternate

di-

the total net in-

of the United

on obligations

received

to determine

nate plan.

The final

The second

From this was taken the portion

12% of the dividends
division

from the ~j25,000.

of not more than $25,000 resulting

consisted

come plus

States with 85jb of the dividends

to tru: of the same rates as those applied

amount payable

vision

The interest

ranging

$20,000.

Corporations

from fp25,000 and less than :1~38,565.89

were taxed on a different

basis.

The first ~P25,000

ject to the same rates as above, thus equaling

was sub-

$3,775.

On

27

TABLE 3
NITMBER OF CORPORATION RETURNS REPORTING
:rrnrr INCOME AND TAX PAID 1913-1939a
YEAR

HUMBER

OF RETURNS

316,909
299,445
366,443
341,253
351,426
317,579
320,198
345,595
356,397
382,883
398,933
417,421
430,072
455,320
475,031
495,892
509,436
518,736
516,404
508,636
504,080
528,898
533,631
530,779
529,097
546,007
543,696

1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
193?b
1938
b
1939

TAX~:·
43,128
39,145
56,994
171,805
2,142,446
3,158,764
2,175,342
1,625,235
701,576
783,776
937,106
881,550
1,1'70,331
1,229,797
1,130,674
1,184,142
1,193,436
711,704
398,994
285,576
423,068
596,048
735,125
1,191,378
1,276,172
1,299,932
1,122,540

aStatistics o~ Income ~or 1937, Part 2,op.cit.,
p. 32-33.
bAnnua1 R~port o~ ~
Commissioner o~ Internal
Revenue June 30, ~,
Op.Clt., pI, 15.
-l~Inthousands

of dollars.
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any balance

over ~~25,000 a rate of 35% was imposed and the

resul t added to ;~;3,
775 to equal the total tax. 'The tax on
incomes over ~p38,565.89
nection

is a straight rate of 22.1%.

with the defense tax it is interesting

In con-

to note the

computation

of the defense tax on incomes over :1~25,000. If

the normal

t ax net income is less than ~~31,964.30 it is com-

puted by adding $377.50 to 3.3% of the computed
on amounts

over ~i25,000.

If it is more than $31.964.30,

tax equals 1.9% of the normal-tax

net income.

tional evidence from the standpoint
are increasing
portance

of business

the

This is addithat taxes

which will in turn bring about a greater i111-

of accountancy,

of holding

income tax

because business will be desirous

this cost as low as possible.
Section III

!artnerships.--Although
returns,

partnerships

are required

to f'ile

it is a generally knovm fact that no pa~nent

is required

since the results of the enterprise

of tax

as to income

or loss are ahown in the returns of the individual members.
It cannot be overlooked,

however,

did pay an excess-profits

tax.4

business
nominal

that in 1917 partnerships
In the case of a trade or

having no invested capital or not more than a
capital,

the excess-profits

tax was equivalent

8% of the net income in excess of $6,000.
4United States Partnership

to

This tax applied

Return of Income, 1917.
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TABLE 4
NUMBER OF PARTNERSHIP

RETURNS FILED 1917-1937-::NUMBER OF RETURNS

YEAR

31,701
100,728
175,898
240,767
259,359
287,959
304,996
321,158
309,414
295,425
282,841
272,127
263,519
244,670
230,407
216,712
214,881
221,740
222,293
237,367
261,470

1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
.::'Statistics

..££

Income ~~,

Part

I,

op cLt , ,p.34.
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primarily
personal

engaged

principally

service in which employment

necessary
marily

to partnerships

in rendering

of capital was not

and the earnings of which were to be ascribed pri-

to the activities

of its members.

In other cases

having more than a nominal invested capital, the tax
equal to various percentages

ViaS

of the net income, depending

on its ratio to the invested capital.
In view of the general opinion that p ar-bne r-sb.Lp a are
declining

in munber it is interesting

or partnership

returns filed from 1917 through 1937 as shown

by Table 4, Number of Partnership
page 31.

to review the number

Returns Filed, 1917-39,' on

In order to obtain a clearer picture

have been charted on Graph 6, appearing
of Partnership

these figures

on page 32, Number

Returns Filed, 1917-37.
Section IV

Fiduciaries.5--In

1937 for the first tDne, fiduciary returns

were tabulated whether the income was taxable or not.

Prior

to that time the fiduciary return was completed and if any
income was taxable an additional Form No. 1040, the Individual Tax Return, was filed.
been possible

In view of this fact, it has not

to shoW data previous

to this time.

dividual returns were used it is easily understood

Since inthat

there would be no changes in computing 'the tax from those
Sunited States Fiduciary Return of Income, 1917-40.
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earlier mentioned.

Even through 1941 the rates have

cided, but the exemptions
ancies.

allowed have

In 1937, under ordinary

mained

and trusts.

In 1938

to !iplOOin the case of trusts and has re-

the same ever since.

~~1,000 until

shovm some discrep-

circillllstances,an exemption

of ~il,OOO was allowed for both estates
this Vias reduced

coin-

Estates

1940 when the deduction

continued

to be allowed

was reduced

to f~?800.

Section V
Estate.6--In

1789 in a letter to M. Leroy, Benjamin

said, "But in this wor-Ld nothing
In our present
the certainty

times, however,

tax actually
exemption

in operation,

at ~~50,000,000.

that even after

to be present.

estate tax, the fourth death
originated

The rates ranged

and provided
ment

it appears

of ~p50, 000 was provided

until 1926.
of $10,000

is sure but death and taxes."?

of death taxes continue

The present Federal

Franklin

in 1916.8

A specific

which remained unchanged

from 1% to 10% on net estates

This act was amended March 3, 1917

for rates of 1~1a to 15% but an additional

on October

4, 1917 raised

them to a 2% minimum

amend-

and a

6 Revenue

Laws and Acts, 1917-40, (The materIal in
this section has been trucen:mainly from these sources.)
7Kate Louise Roberts, Hoyt's New Cyclopedia
Practical Quotations, p. 913.
8Buehler, 2E.cit.,

p. 459.

of
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251~ maxlmum,
24,

These then remained unchanged until Febr-uar-y

It Vias then tha.t a reduction

1919.

in the lower brackets

was made to l~b on the f'irst ~~50,000, but the 251&top remained unchanged.
Federal

In 1924 a credit was allowed against the

estate tax not to exceed 25% of any estate, inher-

itance, legacy or succession taxes, actually paid to any
state or territory,
of any property
for Federal

or tha District of Columbia

in respect

included in the gross estate of the decedent

estate tax purposes.

The total amount paid under

the Revenue Act of 1924 1'orFederal gi1't taxes by the decedent in respect of property included in the gross estate of
the decedent

for F'ederal estate tax purposes was also allow-

ed as a credit.
reduction

The year 1926 provided for a large indirect

by lowering

mum rates remained

the exemption to ~1;100,000.

The mini-

the sane , but the maximum 1'ell to 205'b on

ij~lO,OOO,OOO and over.

Credits on state estate taxes were

changed not to exceed 805S of the difference between the baSic
tax and any credit for the gift tax.
In 1932,

as is the same with all other taxes, the

rates rose to 45% on $10,000,000

and over, and the minimum

of l;'Scovered only the first $10,000.
sharply to ~~50,000.
increasing

The exemption

dropped

The rates were amended in 1934 and 1935

the maximum

to 60% on ~plO,000 ,000 and 707~ on

~~50,OOO,OOO
and over, respectively.

The minimum wa s raised

36

TABLE

5

NlJMBER OF ESTATE TAX RETURNS OF DECEDENTS
FILED AND TAX PAID 1923-1939a
NUMBER OF RETURNS

YEAR

15,119
14,513
16,019
14,567
10,700
10,236
10,343
10,382
9,889
8,507
10,275
11,853
12,724
13,321
17,032
17,642
18,265

1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939b
aStatistics

TAXo):·

89,109
71,939
87,322
101,805
41,686
41,959
44,388
41,617
45,200
23,674
61,415
96,215
155,466
196,370
308,450
316,802
332,279

of Income for 1937, Part I, op.cit.

p. 105.
Revenue,

bAnnua1 Re!ort of the Commissioner of Internal
J\me 30, 939,OP:cit.
p.19-20. -~:·Inthousands

of dollars.
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GRAPH 8

TOTAL FEDERAL

ESTATE

TAX PAID

(MILLIONS
OF DOLLARS)
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~
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Source:

1926

1929

Table V p.36.

1932

1935

1938

1923-38

39
to 2;& in 1935 when the specific

exemption

was lowered to

:j~40,OOO. The rates have not been increased
a tabulated

history

of the total nwnber

since then and

of returns

tax paid is found on page 36, for comparative
this connection,

Lrrt er-na L revenue

however,

show the tax for separate years
desired,

it is only possible

and total

purposes.

reports

In

began

to

in 1923; and, for the result

to begin with that year.

Section VI
Gift.9--The
niary

gift tax made

its first impression

senses of the public

in 1924.

It was effective

June 2, of that year through December
specific

exemption

of ~~50,000.

31, 1925.

were also exempt.

to

25;t

comparati ve purposes,
Returns

Under

1932 and has

the circumstances

for

Table 6, Total Number- of Gift rr'ax

F'iled and Tax Paid, 1932-37,

and the Graphs
1932-39,

time.

and previously

on over ~~10,000,000.

This type of tax did not appear again until
to the present

charity,

The rate on net gifts up

to :)1;50,000was 1% and increased

continued

from

There was a

Gifts to government,

those not in excess of ;i~500to individuals,
taxed property

on the pecu-

9 and 10, Number

that follows

of'Gift Tax Returns

and 'l'otalGift Tax Paid, 1932-39,

have not taken into consideration

on page 40;
Piled,

on pages 41 and 42,

the earlier years.

9Revenue LaVIS and Acts, 1924-40, (The material in
this sec tion has been tal:::e'i1"""'i1iainly
from these sources.)
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TABLE 6
TOTAL nUMBER OF GIFT TAX RETURNS
FILED ~fD TAX PAID 1932-1937a
NUMBER OF RETURNS

YEAR
1932

1,111
8,943
68,383
162,798
15,664
22,758
34,698
28,435

1,747
3,683
9,270
22,563
13,420
13,695
16,601
13,614

1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1935b
1939b
aStatistics

o~ Income

TAX-::-

f2E

1937, Part I, op.cit.,

p. 107.
bAnnua1
Revenue,

JU~

RetOrt of the Commissioner o~ Internal
30, 939,-Op:cIt. pp. 19,20. --

-l:-In
thousands

of' dollars.
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The specific
it was only allowed

to charitable

ed as before.
$5,000,

of years at the option of the donor.

and public

institutions

Each donor was permitted

but this did not pertain

ed by the donee on the gift.
first

~h>10,000

but

once, and it could be taken all in one

year or over a period
Gifts

of :);;50,000 continued,

exemption

were reduced

an exclusion

to future

Although

Vlere still allowof

interest receiv-

the rates on the

to three quarters

per cent, they
,

increased

above those previously

on net gifts of more
continued

unchanged

however,

the unusual

than :)1>10,000,000.
until 1936.
increase

1935 vnlich was probably

These circmns-Gances

It is interesting

the result

The rates effective

noticeably

of persons

for that calendar

attempting

to

from year to
year increased

from l-}% on the first ~~10,000 of net income to

all above $50,000,000.
allowed under

the same previous

to :1~40,OOOwhile
remained

to note,

in returns and tax paid in

evade the high estate tax that was increasing
year.

1

in force and reached 332~

'I'h e spec ific exemption,
circmnstances,

the other reductions

the same ,

from the gross gift

There have been no changes

from that time up to the present.

was reduced

in the rates

44
Section
Personal

Holding

VII

60nwanies.lO_-As

previously

has been a great deal of discussion
of avoidance.

In an attempt

surtax rates on personal
creased.
purpose

lately on the subject

to plug up this loophole

holding

companies

the taxpayer

In order to discourage

been taken by the Federal

government.

in-

formed for the

to escape higher

this practice,

the

have greatly

This type of company is privately
of helping

stated there

surtaxes.

drastic action has
In 1934 and 1935,

there was a tax rate of 30;b on i!plOO,OOOor less of undistributed

adjusted

anc e a rate of
of brackets

net income that was taxable.

40J;;

was imposed.

installed

There was a definite

,:;

#;

2,000

II

~J;

100,000

"

II

"

~~ 500,000

II

If

"

~.pl,
000 ,000

or equaling

~;.
'iP

100,000

lSjb

~11,

500,000

28J;

~In,000 ,000

38%

'if

48%

that this did not serve the purpose

that the rates were too low to discourage
used for this purpose.
place

Sd
1°

2,000

izp

It seemed, however,

system

in 1936 with rates as follows:

Less than
Exceeding

On any bal-

As a result,

companies

a further

being

increase

in 1937 to 65% on the first $2,000 and 75% on any
10Statistics

and

of Income for 1937, Part 2, p. 227.

took

I-------------------------·--'.--

...
'.'---.---"--~_

_

·_,·_·

~_._~T"~
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balance.
assmned

Since this rate has not been changed,
that the proper result was derived,

o~ this asswnption

has been established

part the accountant
al training

but no proo~

to date.

o~ the rate o~ tax it is at once apparent

it may be

In view

the important

would have when applying his pro~ession-

to help the company

compute

the tax payable.

CHAPTER

COMPLEXITY

III

OF' FEDERAL

INCOME TAX

Section I
Partnerships.~--There

are, of course, many items on tax re-

turns which the average layman can determine
himself.

These would naturally

an accountant

to substantiate

not require

and complete
the services

their correctness.

of

On the

other hand , however,. the various forms also contain many
questions
cialist
mind

that can be answered properly

or an expert accountant.

the problem

standpoint

of complexity

of the factors

Thus with this thought in

is discussed

on which

in v Lew of its apparent

have any particular

bearing

lnrgely from the

the accounting

would be called on to help determine.
of the return

only by a tax spe-

profession

The remaining
simplicity

on the question

part

does not

at hand in this

chapter.
Although

the partnership

any tax for a considerable

number

has not been required
of years,

to pay

there $111 re-

lUnited States Partnership Return of Income, 1917-40.
('1'he
material in this section has been taken mainly from
these returns.)
46
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main certain problems
return.

which

it must face when filing its

In order to simplify

that these problems
carried

completely

the presentation,

it appears

should be dealt with separately
through the period

deal with each year separately

covered rather

and
than to

as to the changes for all

items.
In 1918 the return did not provide
ules, but they were required

to be stapled thereto.

schedules

were varied

quested.

TIle first schedule required

exclusive

of expenses,

separately.

in nmnber

tice.

and other items called for
in the regular manner

and operations

less allowances.

September
tively_

The nature

on obligations

the gross income from

o'f the business

from which it

The third and fourth

of the United

States

on stock of domestic

took up the fifth and sixth places.

of any additional
ule.

of past prac-

show-

issued since

24, 1917 and interest 'from other sources respecCash dividends

porations

at

other than trading or manufacturing,

was obtained was also necessary_
ed interest

and it

could be valued

was lower regardless

The second schedule requested

services

re-

the cost of goods sold,

to note that inventories

cost or market whichever

These

and in the information

repairs,

This was computed

is interesting

space for sched-

gross income was grouped

and foreign

cor-

The balance

in the next sched-

This was not to show, howe ver-, the income from aa.Le of

capital

assets

or investments.

Ordinary

and necessary

ex-

48
penses

occupied

capital

the eighth schedule,

assests

and investments

The compensation
also necessary
duties,

of the partners

Repairs

which increased

chargable

thereto.

Any

or was

answered.

A classification

character

and term of useful

fair market

several additional
of depreciable

questions

to be

assets as to

life was necessary

with the

value if acquired before Uarch 1, 1913 or after

28, 1913.

The estimated

claimed was also required

life with the depreciation

with a reconciliation

shown in this schedule with correspondin8
in the balance

sheets.

r-equ Lr-e d a separate

Amortization

schedule.

showed the profit

for by insurance.

tion was required.

of all figures

figures reflected

of war facilities

The thirteenth

of the property

informa-

with the

value on Mar-ch 1, 1913 if acquired before

cost if acquired

after February

assets

or theft not com-

Here again considerable

A description

also

and final

or loss on sale of capital

and any loss from fire, storm, casualty,

fair market

there-

we ar-, and tear wer-e shown on the eleventh

This required

pensated

labor, supplies,

the value of the property

schedule.

schedule

to such

to the capital account could not be included

Exhaustion,

Pebruary

It was

for each of the years

included

and other items properly

chargab1e
in.

was shown next.

to include their duties, time devoted

1916, 1917, and 1918.

repair

were not to be included.

and their total compensation

overhead

and again the cost of

or

28, 1913 with the cost of

49
improvement

on the same basis had to be given.

to these regular
ther schedule
members.

schedules,

the return then required

showing the income

After

In addition
a fur-

to be accounted for by

this was given the result had to be proven

by a reconciliation
sheet and analysis

of net profits

per books.

of surplus or partnership

counts were also required

A balance
net worth ac-

to be attached.

The year 1919 found only one change in the schedules;
that being dividends
ately, whether

which were required

coming from earnings

or not taxable by the United
net income.
interest

In addition

of corporations,

A new featupe

new schedules

appeared

off during the accounting

was the questionnaire

tracts which had been canceled

and the nature

or such cancellation.

naire

contracts

al inrormation

requested

claimed

in connection

regular

schedules,

remained

as to whether

to be worthin another.

government

con-

or any adjust-

In 1920 the question-

the same with
amortization

with the contracts..

additionwas

In the case of

the one on depletion was not requested.

b Lanks were also required

for the special type re-

sour-c es on which the claim was 'made.
now made for losses not compensated
analysis

of their

showing the

period

concerning

ment made by reason
on government

taxable

States upon any portion

paid in one and the debts ascertained

less and charged

Separate

to be shown separ-

of surplus or partnership

A separate

schedule was

for by insurance.

The

net worth accounts was

50

not requested
a schedule

this year, nor the next.

The following

showing the taxes paid was added.

include, however,

income, war-profits

year,

This could

not

and excess profits

taxes imposed by the United States, taxes assessed against
local benefits

of a kind tending to increase the value of the

property

assessed,

and taxes imposed on the taxpayer upon his

interest

as shareholder

paid hy the corporation
payer.

or member of a corporation,
without reimbursement

The interest on obligations

not included, but each partnership

which are

from the tax-

of the United

States were

was to advise its partners

of his share so that he could include it in his individual
return.

The bad debt schedule was also changed to include

any reserve

set up.

manufacturers

The year 1922 cut deeply into the staPling

business,

since the form of the return was en-

tirely changed and the schedules included.·
ly condensed
nearly

return, and the information

as detailed.

The matters

goverrunental contracts
schedules

or profession,

taxes and repairs.
that separate

was not

sheet and

There were only five

showing the net profit from business

rents and royalties,

losses not compensated

requested

of the balance

disappeared.

to be completed

This was a great-

sale of capital assets,

for by insurance,

and deductions

of

The year 1923 saw a definite change in

schedules were made for profit from sale

of real estate, stocks, bonds, etc. and net gain from sale of
capital assets held for more than two years.

The latter in-
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cluded

capital

for profit

assets acquired

or investment

done since a partner

by the partnership

and held

for more than two years.

This was

could pay a tax of 12~% on the income

from this source in lieu of the regular' normal tax and surtax provided

that his total tax shall not be less than 12-.?t;&

of his total net income from all sources.
required
quested

for deductions

of interest and taxes were not re-

in 1924, but a new schedule

and how it was determined,

held.

showing the depreciation

appeared.

to show the nontru~able obligations
partnership

The explanations

It was also necessary

or securities

The return and information

that the

continued

un-

changed illltil1927.
In 1927 the form of the return was changed and now
amounted
ment.

to practically

the same as a profit

The schedules for repairs

new items.
bad debts.

with

etc., and the

Rents and royal ties were ahown only in the total

1932 when dividends

domestic

and taxes reappeared

showing the cost of labor, supplies,

figures with no explanation.
until

and loss state-

corporations

The next changes did no't come

were shown as corning from stock of

subject to t~~ation

taxation with a third class .from foreign

and not subject
corporations.

to

1933

returns

provided

that profit and loss from stocks, bonds, real

estate,

etc., which were not capital assets, should be divided

into classes as to whether held two years or less.
of this appearing

on the individuals

The results

return will be discussed
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in connection

with this type of return.

no discrepancy
assets

In 1934 there was

sho\vu and only the gain or loss on capital

appeared.

as to the number

This was classed, however,

very definitely

of years held with a change in the per cent

of gain or loss to be taken into consideration
again will be explained
turns.

in the discussion

For the .first time partnerships

charitable
izations

contributions

on each.

of individual

re-

were allowed to make

to the extent o.f 15% o.f the organ-

net income and deduct it f'rolll
the gross income.

:following year there were no changes except that bonds
mined

This

The

deter-

to be worthless

during the taxable year could be in-

in bad debts.

In 1936 dividends were again shown in

cluded

gross income as a total rather than being divided
ate classes.

The next year although

same, certain

schedules

cost of'repairs

The

and losses not covered by insurance were taken
or gif'ts required.

Nineteen

hundred

broughta more def'inite change, and gains and

losses f'rom property
shown.

the main f'orm stayed the

were added and others removed.

off' and the contributions
ru~d thirty-eight

into separ-

other than capital assets were again

A new basis f'or determining

total net capital gain

and loss was also put into ef'f'ect. To date there have been
no :further changes.
The above stated problems
problems
maining

with which partnerships
difficulties

and probably

are, of course, not the only
must cope.

One of the re-

the most important

is that
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of the earned income credit.
been conwuted

Up to 1928 this credit had

on the basis of allowing 20% of the partners

share of the net profits for the purpose of determining,
his individual
net income.

return, the credit of 25% of the tax on earned

After that a change was made and in 1928 it was
(a) ~li30,ooO

figured by limiting it to an amount not exceeding
derived for personal
a business

on

services actually rendered

in which capital was not a material

if engaged in
income-pro-

ducing factor or (b) 20;b as in the past, if both personal
services and capital are material

income-producing

factors.

This continued until 1932 and 1933 when no mention was made
of the earned income credit.

In 1934 the return stated that

the share of net income which each partner could claim as
earned inc ome was limited, in the case 'where both capital and
personal

services were material

income-producing

factors, to

20~& of his share of net profits but no mention was made of
partnerships

not using capital.

A reference was also made to Section 185 of the
Revenue Act of 1934 which read:
In the case of the members of a partnership the proper
part of each share of the net income which consists of
earned income shall be determined under rules and
regulations to be prescribed by the Commissioner with
the approval of the Secretary and shall be separately
shown in the return of the partnership.
Changes made in the year 1936, however, cleared up the matter
slightly by stating that the earned income could not exceed
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a reasonable
actually

allowance

rendered

firm's business.
capital

as compensation

for personal

by the partner in connection
In the case where personal

were income-producing

factors,

services

with the

services

and

it Vias still definite-

ly stated that the credit could not exceed 20% of the partners

share of the profit,

appears

regardless

It

that this factor was causing quite a bit of cormnent,

since in 1937 although

the provisions

example was given in the instructions
putation
earned

of his services.

of the credit.

remained

as to the proper

There was no further

income credit through
Since as previously

the srune an

change in the

1940.
stated a partnership

does not

pay any tax, one might Vlonder why this explanation
given.

It is, however,

of business

has been

very important in view of the class

wh Lch it affects.

Most partnerships

are not

large and therefore Vlould probably not have a separate
counting

department.

complete

the partnership

in their individual

com-

ac-

It therefore falls on the partners

to

returns, vnLich will be reflected

returns.

The determining

of capital

gains and losses, as an example, may prove to be a very complicated

matter.

Just what the accountant

in this and the other partnership
out in the next chapter.

problems

has done to help
will be b~ought
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Section II
Individual.2--The

usual individual is not concerned with

many problems when filing his true return.

There are, however,

in this class those who have larger incomes and incomes involving peculiar

circumstances

from time to time.

In view of

the fact that the majority do file, however, regardless

of

the income it is only natural that this type of return cannot be overlooked.
In 1917 there were not so many peculiarities.

Div-

idends had to be reported showing the year in which they accmnulated

if after March 1, 1913.. This permitted the proper

surtrue rates to be applied.

If books were not kept by the

individual

for his business, his income was shown hy the

difference

between the income received and the expenses paid.

The depreciation
property

could not exceed the deterioration

for one year.

of the

If the books showed no inventories,

it was possible to use either the cost of goods purchased

or

the cost of goods sold, when figuring the cost of goods sold
to determine

the income.

Bad debts offsetting income accrued

since March 1, 1913, were not allowed unless they had been
reported

as income in the year in vwhich the debt was created.

In the sale of real estate or property acquired before March 1,
2United States Individual Income TrueReturn, 1913-40.
(The material in this section has been taken mainfy from these
returns ..
)
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1913 the fair market value on March 1, 1913 was used rather
than cost.

If a loss occurred it was not allowed as a de-

duction unless the sale was connected with the regular business.

A $5,000 interest on bonds and other obligations

of

the United states issued since September 1, 1917 could be
claimed for each member of the family~
did not have many changes.

Rent for business purposes

could be included, a reasonable
on business

only

allowance for obsolescence

property, and a statement that the amount of

depreciation
property

The following year

shown was not to exceed the cost or value of the

as of March 1, 1913 were added.

tion was placed on inventories

In 1919 a restric-

stating that they must be

valued on the same basis as at the end of the preceding
able year unless permission
to make a change.

tax-

of the Comnlissioner was obtained

In the case of bad debts existing pri,or

to March 1, 1913, only their value on March 1, 1913 may be
deducted.

If a loss appears for the year beginning

after

October 31, 1918 and ending prior to November 1, 1920, it may
deducted from income of the preceding year and adjustment made
accordingly.

If any balance still remains, it may be applied

on succeeding years.

This was not repeated the next year.

In 1920, the principle came out that after the total amount
of the stock had been repaid any additional liquidating
dividend was to be considered as income.

The following year

a new form of return was issued which, although requesting
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the same information,

seemed to be clearer and less compli-

cated.
The year 1922 ushered in a new idea which was to be
tlle cause of many a headache

in future years.

At the tax-

payers option, profit from the sale of real estate, stocks,
bonds, etc., could be reported

on the same basis as in the

past and the result entered as part of the regular income.
As an alternative,

it was also possible to enter these fig-

ures not as above, but as capital assets providing they
qualified

as such and had been held for more than two years.

This result was not included in the other inconle, and taxed
at l2-~/o. Property held for personal or family use could not
be handled

in this manner.

An additional provision was that

the total tax was not to be less than l2i7~ of the total net
income.

The provision concerning losses was added in 1924

and l2~~ could be taken the same as for gains.
the provision,

however,

As a part of

it also stated that the tax computed

in this manner could not be less than the total normal tax
and surtax that would be imposed without the benefit of this
provision.

No loss from sale or other disposition was recog-

nized where the same or identical property was acquired within thirty days before or after the date of such sale.
There was no appreciable

cllange in the returns until

1933, when all the profit or loss from the sale of stocks,
bonds, real estate, etc., were placed under one heading and
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then divided into classes.

Stocks and bonds held two years

or less, other assets held two years or less, and capital
assets compose the three groups.

The previous

used in cormection with capital assets.

tax could be

The losses from

sales or exchanges of stocks and bonds which are not capital
assets could be allowed only to the extent of the gains from
such sales or exchanges.

The following year the computation

of capital gains and losses became even more complex.

Capi-

tal assets were noV!meant to include property held by the
taxpayer not including
primarily

stock in trade and inventory or held

for sale to customers in his business.

or loss upon sale or exchange of such assets

VlaS

trucen in its entirety but rather on a graduated

The gain
not always
scale as

follows:
100?b if held not more than 1 year.

80~ if held more than 1 year but not more than 2 years.

"

II

It

2 years

It

II

"

"

5

If

40% "

If

"

II

5

"

"

"

"

" 10

"

30% "

"

"

II

10

"

•

This was probably not so difficult until the

taxpayer began

to figure the period for which he had held the asset as determined by law when determining

that if the property was re-

ceived on an exchange there was to be included the period for
which he held the property exchanged if it had the same basis
in whole or in part in his hands as the property exchanged
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so determined

by Section 113, for the purpose of determining

gain or loss on sale or exchange.

A further' example of this

would be:
In determining the period for which the taxpayer has
held stock or securities received upon a distribution
w4ere no gain was recognized to the distributee under
the provisions of Section 112 (g) of the Revenue Act
of 1928, or the Revenue Act of 1932, there shall be
included the period for which he held the stock or
securities in the distributing Corporation prior to
the receipt of the stock or securities upon such distribution.3
There was also a limit of ~)2,OOO on the capital loss which
would be allowed.. This was, of course, over any capital
gains which might have occurred.
sales were considered
retirement
change.

Gains and losses from short

to be as such from capital assets.

of bonds was considered as amounts received

One can easily understand

the ordinary

erally tearing his hair as he attempted
capital gains and losses.

and thirty-five

in ex-

taxpayer lit-

to determine his

The service per.formed by the ac-

countant will be discussed more .fully in Chapter III.
teen hundred

The

Nine-

did not remedy the situation

any, and it was brought out that Section 117 applied only to
gains and losses upon sale or exchange of capital assets and
had no application
abandonment

to loss of useful value upon the permanent

of the use o.fproperty or loss sustained as the

result o.f corporate

stock or debts becoming worthless.

3Revenue Act 1934, Sec. 117, C-3.

A
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further revelation

was that under this section, a husband

and wife were considered
cordingly,

to be separate taxpayers and ac-

the losses of one spouse was to be computed with-

out regard to the losses of the other.

The form for 1937

was of a new type, but about the only actual change was in
size; it was smaller.
The next year found installed a new system of dealing
with capital gains and losses.

There is a definite line

dravm between capital assets and other property.

One of the

deciding factors in addition to those previously mentioned
is that other property is subject to depreciation
capital assets are not.

The entire amount of capital gains

and losses are again not taken into conSideration,
in classes corresponding

whereas

but placed

to the time held as follows:

100% if held not more than 18 months.
66 2/3% if held more than 18 months and not more than
24 months.

50lt if held more than 24 months ..
The return also states that if the property was acquired in
certain transactions

described in Sections 112, 113, and 118,

the period for vn~ich such property is considered to have been
held by the taxpayer is not computed from the date such property was acquired by the taxpayer, but from a prior date,
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as provided

in Section 117 (h).4

The contents of these

sections are not given or explained and when he does finally
get them, the average taxpayer will probably require outside
help to determine
matter

his correct tax.

of short-term

18 months
gains.

But to return to the

capital losses, those held less than

can only be allowed against short-term capital

In cases where they are more than the gain, it is

possible

to carry the balance over for one year, but only for

one year.

There is no limitation, however,
An alternate

on deductions

for

long-term

capital losses.

ta."{is also provided

in 1938.

This is computed by taking the net long-term capi-

tal gain fronl the net income and taxing the result at regular rates.

To this is added 30% of the net long-term

'I'hetax liability
this manner

gain.

is then the lesser of the tax computed in

or in the regular way.

In the case of net long-

term losses, they are added to the net income and the tax is
figured

in the regular way_

long-term

From this answer 30% of the net

loss is then subtracted.

the greater

of the two.

The return continued
the taxable year 1940.
accomplished

The tax payable is then

the same through the f'iling f'or

Although

the accountant has probably

more f'or business from the standpoint of' taxes,

there have also been some matters handled with the individual
4Revenue Act 1938, House Report No. 9682, 75th
Congress Public NO:-5~
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in mind which have helped
individual,

as well as, business.

true that the results

,

to increase his importance

viduals

return.

Chapter

III.

o~ business

It is, o~ course, also
are re~lected

in the indi-

This phase will, however, be dealt with in

Section
corpo~~tion~.5_-A~ter

III

the previous

will probably

feel that complexity

but a further

investigation

necessary

to the

discussions,

has reached its height,

o~ corporation

to fully appreciate

the reader

returns

the complexity

is

o~ the income

tax Laws ,
Since corporations
angles,
groups.

it is necessary
The returns

be attached,

can be approached

from so many

that their problems be split into

in 1918 required

special schedules

to

and these will receive first consideration..

The

first two dealt with the cost of goods sold and the gross income from operations.

It is interesting

to note that the tax-

payer at that time had to use "cost" or "market", whichever
was used the previous

t~~able year.

It was also necessary

that all his inventory be taxed in one manner,

and part could

not be taxed under "cost" and the balance under "market"
value.

Interest was divided

into two schedules as that from

5United States Corporation Income Tax Return, 19181932 and 1933-1940.
(The material 'In this-S;ction has been
taken mainly f'r-omthese returns ..
)
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obligations

of the United States and the portion derived

.from other sources.
corporations
contained

The dividends on the s t ock o.fforeign

was shown in the fifth schedule, and the sixth

the gross income from all other sources.

This

schedule did not include, however, any amount in respect to
capital assets or miscellaneous

investments.

These latter

two items were also excluded from the schedule showing the
ordinary and necessary
compensation

expenses.

of the officers.

The eighth required the

A peculiar part of this sched-

ule was that a sub question required the reasons for any increases, which was probably rather hard to justify in many
instances.
preciation

Repairs had to be shovm next, and tenth, the deand obsolescence

allowed.

This required a rather

detailed chart of the assets, fair market value of such if
acquired before March 1, 1913, or cost if acquired after
February

28, 1913, estimated life, total depreciation

March 1, 1913 to beginning

of taxable year, total deprecia-

tion claimed for the year, and a reconciliation
so as to correspond with the balance sheet.
of war facilities

from

occupied the next schedule.

of all figures

The amortization
The twelfth

and last regular schedule requested the profit or loss on
sales of capital assets and losses sustained from fire, storm,
etc., not compensated for by insurance.

The usual questions

were asked but in addition, it was necessary
dence substantiating

to submit evi-

the basis used in arriving at the cash
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value of property
Nineteen

hundred

schedules

received

and nineteen

but did require

from rentals,

in exchange for other property.
brought few changes in the

three new ones to show the income

debts ascertained

to be worthless

and charged

off viithin the taxable period, and each issue and sale of
bonds.

In the instance where the bonds were sold at a pre-

mium or discount,
amount.

it was necessary

to show the corresponding

In 1920, the rentals were not considered

importance

to be shovm in a separate schedule.

an appearance
and profits

Taxes made

but no deduction was allowed for Federal income

taxes, taxes assessed against local benefits

a kind tending to increase

other corporations

but this required

on the product.

es not compensated

taxes paid by banks and

based on the value of their capital stock.

was also scheduled,

blank depending

of

the value of the property assess-

ed, and state, county, and municipal

Depletion

of enough

a separate

Rather than include the loss-

for by insurance in the same schedule with

profi t or loss on sales of capital assets, it was nov; made a
separate requirement.
necessary

to include and show the anlount of the additions to

the bad debt reserve
interest

The following year found that it was

in the bad debt schedule.

Statement of

from other sources was no longer considered neces-

sary from the standpoint
of foreiO"n and domestic

of schedules,
corporations

and dividends

on stock

were shown separately,

t:>

together.

The year 1922 brought a drastic change, and future
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schedules

were not required

provided

to be attached

since places were

in the return for their being reported.
The preceeding

ules that were required
turn, but it c~~ot
other schedules

pages have briefly

outlined the sched-

to be filed in addition to the re-

be overlooked

that in these sruneyears,

in the return were required

to be completed.

The first of these was taxable net income, which brought
gether

the results

the amount
subtract

to-

of the outside schedules with a figure of

t~~able.

In this connection,

it was possible

to

any loss not covered by insurance from profit on

sale of capital
or deduction

assets and show the result as an addition

from other income.

If a loss occurred

on both,

the swn could then be shovm against the incorne. The next
schedule

showed a reconciliation

the books

along with the taxable net income.

to be an ordinary

statement

sheet and analysis
C. and D.

schedules

profits as shown by

are made therein, were re-

The items under this caption were the stock

outstanding

at the end of the preceding

to the extent that it is paid up, the paid-in
books

The balance

of the surplus account comprised

Capital surplus and undivided

quired next.

This appeared

of reconciliation.

the books before any adjustments

actually

of net profit as shown by

taxable year,

surplus per the

at the end of the preceding year, reserves which repre-

sent allocations
deductions

of surplus and were not accumulated

through

made in computing net income in previous years;
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and the cost, or book value if different

from cost, of treas-

ury stock held at the end of the preceding
should be deducted

if the par value of such stock was includ-

ed in the stock outstanding.
schedule

by way of additions

two respectively.

taxable year

The adjustments
and deductions

to the last

occupied the next

The additions were broken

dovm into four

sections viith different r-equf.r-emerrb s as follows:
1.

'rhe actual cash valLle of the tangible property

clearly and substantially

in excess of par value of

the stock issued therefor

or of the cash or other

consideration
2.

paid therefor had to be shown.

Any addition

to surplus was stated and especially

to whether property
beginning

restored was used or tlsuable at the

of the taxable year and also what provision

to be made for depreciation
restoration
3.

l.twas necessary

company,

in view of the proposed

to invested capital is claimed by

charged in the accounts

but not allowable

depreciation

was

to surplus.

If any addition

depreciation

as

of the corporation,

as a deduction on income tax returns,
to state specifically

written

the amount of

ofC each year in the books of the

and the amount allowed as a deduction

in com-

puting net income.
4.

If any assets of the trade or business

in existence

during both the taxable year and any pre-war year are
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included

in the invested

capital for the taxable year but

not for such pre-war year, or are valued on a different
basis

in computing

the invested

year and such pre-war
schedule

adjusting

year affected
basis

capital for the taxable

year entries should be made in this

the invested

capital for each pre-war

so as to value such assets upon the same

in the pre-war

The deductions

period as in the taxable year.

comprised more of a questionnaire

than

anythin.g else, and some of the more important were:
1.

Is any tangible

entered

or intangible

asset paid in for stock

on the books of the corporation

at a value in

excess of its actual cash value when paid on?
2.. Was there a change in ovmership
was the business

reorganized

of the property

or consolidated

or

after March 3,

1917?
3.

Was any stock issued by the corporation

as a gift or for a consideration

ever returned

substantially

less than

its par value?
4.. Has adequate provision

been made in the expense ac-

counts of the company for losses of every kind, depreciation, obsolescence,
timber

and depletion

deposits,

supplies and the like?

The next subject involved
schedules

of mineral

concerning

the completion

of three

the changes in invested capital during

the t~~able year, pre-war years, and the time from the end
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of tlle pre-war

period

to the beginning

In the first two computations
number

of the taxable year.

it was necessary

to show the

of days during the year that any change was effective.

It was also considered

that any distribution

sixty days of the taxable year was considered
made from earnings

or profits

accumulated

taxable year, but any distribution

during the first
to have been

during the preceding

thereafter was deemed to

have been made from the profits for that year to the extent
that such profits

are sufficient.

tions were as would be expected.

The balance of the instrucThe final schedule covered

inadmissible

assets.

obligations,

the income from which was not taxable.

be readily

This included

and other
It may

seen that in the first few years the corporation

was bothered

with complexity,

chapter will probably
the viewpoint
with

stocks, bonds,

and the following

be more clearly understood

pages of this
if read from

of just how the average business man was to cope

the completing

of these returns without

the aid of an

accountant.
The changes made in the year 1919 did not make a
great deal of difference
capital

duping pre-war years to the beginning

year were required.
however,

except that the changes in invested

An excess-profits

which was computed by figuring

of the taxable

credit did come in,

81& of the invested

capital for the taxable period less an exemption of ~!~3,OOO.
The following

year the analysis

not deemed necessary.

of the surplus accolilltwas

In 1921 the return was not changed.
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In 1922, however,
schedtue

plan and all the information

in the return.

These

The schedules

required was set up

required were:

A.

Cost of Manufacturing

B.

Profit

C.

Compensation

D.

Cost of Repairs.

E.

Taxes Paid.

F.

Explanation

G.

Bad Debts.

H.

Dividends

I.

Explanation

J.

Balance

K.

Reconciliation of Net Income and Analysis
Changes in Surplus.

to whether

time.

of Offices.

of Losses by Fire, Storm, etc.

Deductible.
of Deduction

for Depreciation.

Sheets.

and continued

to the present

or Producing Goods.

from Sale of Real Estate, Stocks, Bonds, etc.

schedules required

viously,

Vias found the end of the attached-

about the same information

of

as pre-

to do so with only a few changes up
In 1932 the cost of sales was split as

the inventories

were an income determining

factor

or not, and dividends were divided under the captions of
whether

the corporation

latter, whether
ushered

it was subject to taxation.

The next year

in the topic of capital gains and losses which

ended the new schedules
through

was foreign or domestic, and if the

1940.

of importance

that have been added
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Although
and necessary,

the matter

of schedules

there still remain many other items which add

their share to the complexity
earlier
probably
present

is very important

of tax computation.

stages are being tru{en into consideration,
be best to review

Since the
it would

the earlier years building up to

era.
In 1918 as previously

war-profits

tax was imposed.

stated an excess-profits

and

Although

tax

the war-profits

was only in force for one year, it is worth looking into in
view of the present
be confronted
the listing
invested

situation

and the possibility

that we may

with a similar tax in the next few years.

of corporation

capital.

schedules

In

there was one concerning

This showed the average invested capital

for 1911, 1912, and 1913 as compared with the taxable year.
In computing
capital

the excess-profits

credit, 8% of the invested

for the taxable year was shovm, and a $3,000 exemp-

tion taken from it.
complicated.

The war-profits

credit was slightly more

The average net income for the pre-war period

was added to 10;G of the increase or decrease of the comparison of the invested

capital schedule.

A $3,000 exemption was

then taken from either the difference between
of the invested
larger.

capital for the taxable year whichever

To figure

the net income.

the two or 10%
was

the war tax the credit was then taken from

Eighty per cent of this balance was shovm,

less the excess profits

tax if smaller than the balance,

and
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the result was the tax.
matter

of brackets.

The excess-profits

tax involved a

Twenty per cent of the invested capital

was shovn~ in the first, and any balance in the second.
gainst these the excess-profits

A-

credit was placed, and the

results were subject to tax at the rate of 30J~ and 60% and
the first and second brackets respectively.
tion a limitation
war-profits

In this connec-

was placed on the total so that the maximum

and excess-profi.ts tax was in no case to be more

than 30i; of the net income in excess of :fp3,000and not in
excess of $20,000 plus 80% of the net income in excess of
$20,000.

It is easily seen from the foregoing

that complex-

ity is by no means the result of a new venture recently
thought up by Congress.

The next year excess-profits

taxes

dropped to 20% on the first 20% of invested capital and 40%
on any balance.

Although

the rates continued

1920, there was a new limitation.

the same as in

This stated that the maxi-

mum tax could be no more than 20% of the net income in excess
of ~~3,000 and not in exc es s of $20,000 plus 40% of the net
income in excesS of ~~20,000.

If net income amounting

than $10,000 was derived from government

contracts, however,

the maximum was to be obtained by substituting
respectively
governed

in the previous

figures.

by the same standards.

disappeared,

to mor e

30% and 80%

Incomes of 1920 were

After this year the tax

probably partly because of public sentiment,

and mainly because the revenue derived therefrom was not
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needed.
mining

One of the difficulties

with this tax was the deter-

of a suitable normal ratio of profits to the value of

capital when there is actually
of this, businesses
investments

no such ratio.

were tending

to overvalue their capital

in order to obtain a lower tax.

The excess profits

of business were allowed to go un-

taxed until 1933, when the National
Act produced
precautionary

As a result

Industrial Recoveries

a new tax to cover these excess profits.
measure

As a

an excise tax was first enforced

at the

rate of $1 ..
00 for each ~~1,000 of adjusted declared value of
stock.

This was done in an attempt to hold dovm the declared

value, but in itself did not have any effect on the excessprofits

tax.
The value declared

For any subsequent

at that time could not be amended.

year it could be adjusted by adding any

cash or fair mar-ket value of property paid in for stock" paid
in surplus,
balance

contributions

to capital"

was to be subtracted

tributed

in liquidation

earnings

and profits"

and earnings.

From this

the value of the property

to shareholders,

distributions

and deficits whether

operating

disof

or non-

operating.
The actual tax was computed by taking 5% of such portion of the net income of the income tax year as is in excess
of 12-}% of the adjusted

declared

as of the close of the preceding

value of the capital stock
income tax taxable year.
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This method

of figuring

time a dividend
allowed

was unchanged

until 1936.

credit of 85% of the dividends re~eived was

against the net income along with a credit of 10% of

the adjusted

declared

vious year.

The tax was then computed

net income in excess
adjusted

declared

This method

value of the capital stock for the preas 6% on that part of

of 1010 and not in excess of 15~~ of the

value plus 12% of any income over the 15%.

and rate have continued

1940 return.
until

At that

The title remained

in force through the

as an "excess-profits

this last year; then it was changed to "declared

excess-profits
previous

Accountants,

of excess-profits.

men, accountants,

briefly

two methods
provides

It is generally

agreed

and many Certified Public

that the tax is not only outrageous

can not be understood.
outline

value

ta.\:"when a neVi tax was installed under the

heading

by business

tax"

but that it

An attempt will be made, however,

some of the outstanding

pOints.6

under which the tax may be computed.

that the excess profits

to

There are
The first

credit be based on income.

The last three years have to be shown , in addition to the
present
figures.

ta..~ableyear, therefore,
To the normal

providing

four colwrrns of

tax net income is added any net capi-

tal loss, or the net capital gain for each year is subtracted.
6Excess Profits Tax Work Sheets, Commerce Clearing
House Inc:, 1941.
--- ----
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To this result
deducted

is added securities

in computing

normal

or as stock determined

which are capital assets

tax net income such as bad debts,

to be worthless

for taxable years be-

ginning prior to January 1, 1958, net short-term
net long-term
of property

capital gain, ana net gain from sale or exchange

other than capital assets for taxable years be-

gir.ning prior to January 1, 1938.
is subtracted

the net long-term

from sale or exchange

then equals

COIne. The return

losses,

of bonds,

of bonds,

for intangible

for advertising
capital loss.

dividends received

deductions,
or promotion
From this
or

from domestic corpor-

capital gain, and net gain from sale

or exchruLge of depreciable

come.

abnormal

income taxes, income from retirement

ations, net long-term

months,

on account

and slinilar

tax to vendees,

costs, other abnormal

of expenditures

is deducted

discharge

The

class net in-

casualty

abnormal expenditures

of good will, and net long-term
answer

or special

credit, deductions

of processing

and development

capitalization

prior to January 1, 1938.

received

judgment liabilities,
drilling

other than capital assets

further provides that to this is to be

or discharge

repayment

total

capital loss and the net loss

the normal-tax

added the dividends
of retirement

From the resulting

of property

for taxable years beginning
balance

capital gain,

property held for more than 18

the final result equals the excess profits net inThe four years are then totaled

substituting

zero for
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the largest
income

deficit figure.

is then determined

the number
twelve.

of months

The average base period net

by dividing

the above result by

in the base period and multiplying

In cases where there were increased

last half of the base period,
years is placed against
one half of the result
years.

The result

by

earnings in the

the total of the first two

the total of the latter two years and
added to the total for the latter two

is then divided by the number of months

in the second half of the base period.

The average base

period

net income under this alternative

method

result

from the above, or may be the highest

is then the

excess profits

net income for any taxable year in the base period, whichever of the two is lesser.
computed

by taking 95;~ of whichever

income is greater and
addition

The excess profits credit is then

or reducing

adding to it 8% of any net capital
it by 6% of any net capital reduction.

The second method
first heading

is based on invested capital.

The

is the equity invested capital at the beginning

of the taxable year.

This includes the money or property

paid infur stock or as paid-in
to capital

average base period net

surplus, or as contributions

added to distributions

stock of the corporation,

of earnings

accumulated

and profits in

earnings and profits,

and the increase on account of gain on tax-free liquidation.
From this is taken the distributions
able year not out of accumulated

made prior to the tax-

earnings and profits,

earn-
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ings and profits
above caption
duction

of another

corporation

of accumulated

earnings

if included in the

and profits, and re-

on acco~Ult of loss on tax-free liquidation which

can not be in excess of the above accwnulated
profits.
vested

earnings and

The answer to this section equals the equity in-

capital

at the beginning

is added the average

addition

ing the taxable year.
property

of the taxable year.

To this

to equity invested capital dur-

This caption is made up of money or

paid in for stock or as paid in surplus or as a

contribution

to capital added to the increase on account of

gain on tax-free

liquidation

and distributions

and profits

in stock of the corporation

and profits

of the taxable year.

these items, however,

of days each is held multiplying

the average reduction

other than earnings

In coru~ection with each of

it is necessary

by 366 to obtain the average.

of earnings

to compute the number

it accordingly

and dividing

The next step is to compute

of the distributions

not out of earn-

ings and profits for the taxable year, stock distributions
from accumulated
the year,
tion.

earnings

and reduction

and profits at the beginning

because

of

of loss on tax-free liquida-

The total of these is then subtracted from the pre-

vious total to obtain the average equity invested capital.
Fifty per cent of the average borrowed
to obtain the average invested

capital.

lines show the total inadmissible

capital is then added

~~e following two

assets on one and the total
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admissible
necessary

and inadmissable
to £igure

second.

of the average

invested

capital.

on the second.

the percentage

A further reduction

centage

assets

It is then

o£ the £irst line to the

is allowed by taking th:ts per-

invested

capital from it to obtain the

The excess profits

credit equals 8% o£

this result ..
After
necessary
plan.

the credits have been computed,

it is also

to figure the excess profits net income under each

The method

if the credit is based on net income, is

to add the net long-term
income as computed

capital loss to the normal-tax

in the regular return.

net

From this is taken

the sum of the income and income defense taxes, net long-term
capital
property
ment

gain, net gain from sale or exchange of depreciable
held more than eighteen months,

or discharge

tural Adjustment
dends received
uable

of bonds, refunds

and interest on Agricul-

Act taxes, recoveries

credit adjustment,

to other years.

ment

bad debts, divi-

The result is the excess profits net

on borrowed

obligations.

of

and abnormal income attrib-

income under the income credit method.
of the interest

income from retire-

Dividends

capital,

To this is added 505&

and interest on govern-

of foreign corporations

cluding foreign personal-holding

companies

ex-

are then deducted

to obtain the excess profits net income under the invested
capital

credit method.
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The final step is the actual computation
The proper

excess profits net income is used, from which is

taken a specific

exemption

credit, whichever

of ~;5,000 or the exc es s- profits

will result

is taxed in brackets

in the lesser tax.

In excess of

tO~

~p

20,000 but
50,000

"

"

It

(1;
'jl'

If

"

"

i~lOO,OOO

II

"

"

$250,000

"

"

"

"
"

"

"
"
"
"

the facts pertaining

tf

(II)

tf

"

"

$100,000

35~;

"
"

"

"
"

~~250,000

40;-0

$500,000

45;&

"

'if'

50,000

30%

through this simple discussion

to this tax, it is probably

problems

of

very easily
time

It should, of course, not be overlooked
to determine correctly

each figure has not been touched.

This would again bring up

of complexity.

No discussion

origin

"

50%

that the actual process necessary

mention

,-

2510

"

why there is so much comment at the present

about complexity.

additional

,!~
20,000
'j

~~500,000

the reader has waded

tmderstood

The result

as follows:
Not in excess of

After

of the tax.

of complexity

would be complete without

of the surtax on undistributed
in 1936.. Although

profits which had its

it was in force only two years, it

is indeed worth while going over just for the purpose
ing what understanding

of show-

a person would have to be capable of

in order to obtain the correct tax.
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The tax was measured
net income.

in amount by the undistributed

The undistributed

net income minus

the sum of the dividends paid credit, and

the credit relating
dividends.

net income was the adjusted

to contracts

Concerning

restricting

the payment of

its actual computation

the adjusted

net income was the net income minus the normal tax, and the
interest

on obligations

of the United

sult was taken the amount of dividends

States.

From this re-

paid, or in other

words,

the dividend paid credit and any amount set aside to

retire

a debt or contract

uted income.

in order to obtain the undistrib-

In cases where the adjusted net income was

less than ~~50,000 a specific

credit was allowed as an amount

equal to the excess of $5,000 or the total undistributed
income, whichever
income.

amount

was lesser, over 10% of the adjusted net

The determined

undistributed

net

credit was to be deducted from the

net income before

the tax was computed.

The

subject to surtax was then taxed in br-acket s as follows:
77d0

Portion not in excess of 10;';

"

in excess of 10% and not in excess of 20~~

I,

tI

II

"

20%

"

1/

"
"

"
"

"

40;b

"

II

60;b

II

If the specific
determined

"
"

"

"

"

"

"
"

12%

401&

17%

60%

22?&
27;~

credit was used there was added to the pre-

tax an additional

amolmt equal to 7% of the credit

in order to arrive at the total tax.
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As is the usual case, a new tax does not cover all
the questions
in force,new
questions

which arise, and during the second year it is
clauses

are generally

and also to plug up the loopholes..

in 1937 when the dividend
dividend

carry-overs

The specific

So was the actioIl

paid credit was changed to include

from certain preceding

taxable years.

credit was also changed to equal the portion

the undistributed
adjusted

added to answer these

net income which is in excess of 10% of the

net income and not in excess of ;lp5,OOO.

and the balance

of

of the instructions

The rates

remained unchanged,

and

with 1937 the tax vanished.
Another
undistributed

very interesting

profits

taxable to shareholders

In 1918, if any corporation
the imposition

permitting

its gains or profits

the corporation

of
by

to acc~unulate instead of'being

was not to be subject to the same

on these corporations

case of stockholders

are handled.

of the surtax on stockholders

tax as imposed on other corporations.
forced

in which

was formed for the purpose

preventing

divided,

phase is the manner

A separate tax was en-

in the same manner

of personal

as in the

service corporations

except

that the t ax was to be deducted from the net income of the
corporation

before the proportionate

er is computed.

share of each stockhold-

This remained unchanged

defini te rate was mentioned.
of such corporations

until 1921 when a

A tax of 257~ upon the net income

was levied in addition to the regular
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tax.

The next change came in 1924 when the rate was increas-

ed to 50;~ plus the usual income tax.

In this instance, how-

ever, the interest on obligations of the United States issued
after September 1, 1917 was to be included in the gross income and no deduction from gross income was to be allowed
for dividends received.. A further change was not made until
1934 when a surtax was imposed equal to

25%

of the amount of

the adjusted net income not in excess of ;;~IOO,OOOand

35%

of

the balance in excess of ~il;lOO,OOO.The term "adjusted net
income" meant the net income computed without the allowance
of the dividend deduction otherwise allowable but diminished
by the amotmt of dividends paid during the taxable year.
Even the title was changed in 1936 when income falling in this
category was termed, "improperly accumulated surplus."

Where

the corporation was not subject to surtax, which was also
levied this year, the rates remained the same at 25~b on the
first ~~IOO,OOO and

35%

on any balance.

In the cases where a

surtax Vias imposed, however, the rates were reduced to

151;

on the a.mount of the retained net income not in excess of
~llOO,OOO plus

25;~

of any balance in excess of ~pIOO,OOO. The

following year the only difference was that the rate wa.s increased to

35%

on the amount of the retained net income in

excess of :[pIOO,OOOon corporations paying a surtax.

As the

surtax vanished in 1937, so did the second part of this tax,
and rates of

25>~

on the first :llllOO,OOO
and 35ib on any bal-
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ance were the governing

ractors which are still being used

through

this may appear to be a rather

1940.

Although

simple method

or computing

the tax, which or course may be

true, there is a very technical
a corporation

is actually

ing the imposition

point in determining whether

created ror the purpose or prevent-

or surtax upon its shareholders.

ract rrom the accountants

viewpoint

This

will be discussed rur-

ther in the next part.
As a precautionary
or 1918, the government
schedule

measure

required

covering

This was provided

the compensation

be seen, this provided
partment

class filed properly.
quirement

a cross rererence

if :)];3,000
or

As can readily

ror the revenue de-

ir all taxpayers

in this

In 1920 it was made a combined re-

and termed, "information

quired

that every corporation

wages,

interest,

at the source."

making pa~nents

rent, con~issions,

It re-

or salaries,

or other fixed or deter-

income or $1,000 or more during the year to any inor partnership,

curate return
ing the nature
address

of the

in addition to the schedule

or the orficers.

to use when determining

to submit a

ir a stockholder

the amount or his compensation

luore per year.

dividual

corporations

showing ror each employee,

corporation,

minable

even in the earlier years

was required

to the Co~nissioner

to make a true and ac-

or Internal Revenue,

and source or such payments

or each recipient.

show-

and the name and

Special forms were even provided
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fOJ:~this purpose.

In 1924 it was also necessary

any such payments
or partnership.

made to any fiduciary
The following

amoun t Lng to ~~500 or more

of $1,500

$3,500 before
married
reported

or a fiduciary

Dividend

reeardless

exemptions

decreased

In 1926

of salaries, wages,

or other fixed or determinable

it was necessary

person.

of dividends

also had to be reported.

or more had to be reported

son, a partnership

as well as individual

year payments

this change was made since pa~~ents
est, rent, commissions,

to include

interincome

if going to a single per-

while paymen b s had to be

to report it if going to a

pa~nents

of $500 or more had to be

of their recipient.

As the personal

in 1932, so did the amounts necessary

to report

drop to :il)1,OOO on single people and ~p2,500 on those

married.

The dividend

Two years afterward,
and reduced
more.

payments

however,

to the necessity

of :!~500remained

the same.

the dividends were affected,
of reporting payments

of' $300 or

In 1936 the method was changed so that salaries or com-

pensation

for personal

services had to be reported

exceeding

the individual's

exemption;

est, rent, premiruns, annuities,
sources had to be reported
idend payments

remained

but income from inter-

or other fixed or determinable

if exceeding $1,000

unchanged.

or more.

sary in 1937.

to the reporting

Div-

It seemed that the next

year after any change, the dividends were affected
fore a reduction

only when

there-

of ~plOO payments was neces-

In the instance wher-e a corporation was to
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dissolve

or liquidate

all or any part of its capital stock,

a form to this effect had to be filed in 1938, setting
forth the terms of such a resolution
ther reduction
responding

in the individual

exemptions

action was taken in connection

tion desired.

Salaries

on single and married
interest,

or plan.

V:fi
th a fur-

in 1940, a cor-

with the informa-

or wages dropped to ~;800 and ;~2,OOO

persons respectively

and income from

rents, cOlnmissions or other fixed or determinable

income" fell to a level of ~;)800when reporting
Dividends,

however,

continued

at ~;;IOO.

ViaS

required.

It is easily seen

that such a report as this would of necessity have to be
accurate
Revenue

in every respect
department

since future action of the Internal

wou.Ld in many instances depend on its show-

ings.
In the first years no provision was made for what is
now called capital gain or loss.

The profit or loss on the

sales of capital assets and miscellaneous
cluding liquidating
or subtraction
able income.

dividends,

investments,

was shown as either an addition

to the net income in order to obtain the taxAs previously

stated the invested capital play-

ed a very important part in the determination
profits

credit..

of the excess-

The actual schedule required nothing unus-

ual in information
received

in-

and consisted

of the date acquired,

from the sale, depreciation,

March 1, 1913, subsequent

amount

cost, value as of

improvements,

and the net profit
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or loss.

In this connection

it should not be overlooked that

real estate, st oclcs , bonds, and all other capital assets were
all grouped together.

Not much change was made until 1932

when the deductions for losses from sales or exchanges of
stocks and bonds which were not capital assets were allowed
only to the extent of gains from such sales or exchanges.
frhe return when stating the instructions in this connection
refers the reader to Section 101 of the 1932 Act for a defini tion of capital assets.

'I'h
Ls section covers about two pages

of discussion,

and after studying it thoroughly one wonders
still have to be brought
if an expert in the field would not
in to apply its contents.

After two years capital losses were

allowed only to the extent of $2,000 plus capital gains.

It

is also noticed that a definition of capital assets was furnished in the return.

In 1938, there were two definite cat-

egories with the headings of capital gain or loss and gain
or loss from sale or exchange of property other than capital
assets.
to be

The losS on capital assets still, however, continued

~p2,000

pluS capital gains.

The final change to date

was made in 1940 when gain or loss on capital assets was
split according to whether the assets were held eighteen
months or more.
short-term

If held eighteen or less, it was knovm as

capital gain, or losS, and if more, as a long-

term capital gain or loSS.

Short-term capital losses were

only allowed against gains but if in excess of the gain, the
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balance

could be carried

over to the next year.

a limit of one year, however,
capital losses were allowed
many problems

proper

in full.

answer- will be brought

which could be reviewed,
Inventories,

Long term

There were, of course,
with this subject and

of the trained accountant

There are, naturally,

alle

for any carry-over.

that arose in connection

the importance

There was

in determining

in the following
innumerable

chapter.

additional

but it is impossible

the

subjects

to cover them

a constant point of controversy, have been

brought up .from time to time.
had to face a very peculiar

At the end of the VIaI'business

situation.

Under the circum-

a t anc ea when the return was filed for the ta.xable year 1918,
it was possible

also to .file a claim for abatement

based on

the fact that a substantial

loss was sustained resulting

from any material

in value of inventory as of the

reduction

end of the taxable year.
be realized

It was not necessary

by sale or other disposition,

be due to any temporary .fluctuation.
point

since our present

day economic

back to a stage of prosperity
ament spending.
cover losses
In connection

that this loss

but it could not

This is an interestinG
system is being built

on a basis of defense and arm-

The 1918 return was undoubtedly

on inventories

meant to

affected by the end of the war.

with government

contracts,

the returns .for the

three years 1919, 1920, and 1921, contained
along this line.. In 1919 these questions

special questions

concerned any
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adjustment that had been made during the taxable year because of gover-nment;contrac t s .nnd if so,the amount involved
and whe bhez- such amount; was included in this return.

A

schedule of the contracts was also required showing the full
details of each.

The sarrleinformation was necessary for the

next two years.

Under the circul1lstances,there is always a

possibility that the European war may close at any time and
if it does just what effect will it have on this countn-yj
Will future tax returns have similar questions to cover
practically identical situations?

Time is the only answer

to this question.
'l'he
r-ehave been many subjects discussed in this chapter concerning complexity, and as has been previously stated,
there could be many more.

In this connection, however, the

reader has undoubtedly by this time had impressed upon his
mind the problems that the taxpayer whether partnership, individual or corporation is confronted with when filing tho
return.

The problems that the earlier t axpayen had to cope

with have been shown in comparison to those of our present
day situation.

It is this comparison of the changes that

have been made in the complexity of returns and the accountants part in this action that will be discussed in the follov/lug chapter.

CHll.PTERIV
THE IMPORTANCE TO ACCOUNTING TO
FEDERAL INCOME TAX
Section I
The Certified

Public Accountant

of Accountants.--As
fession

~

American

in most classes of business

of accounting

is classified.

there are the average practicing
individuals

~

tified public accountant,

accountants

the initials standing for cer-

and in the following

These of course represent

practices

ed the American
ly organized

by those initi-

more for the improve-

than any other group.

true of any class, more is accomplished
for a common cause.

discussion

the top men of the profession

and those who probably have accomplished
ment of accounting

and also the

The latter are more

will be, for the sake of brevity, recognized
als.

the pro-

By this is meant that

that have been certified.

commonly knovm as C.~.A.'s,

Institute

by working

As is
together

Such was the case of the men who found-

Institute

of Accountants.

It was undoubted-

to raise the standards of the accounting

The requirenlents for membership
o.f its members

are very high, and the action

are closely restricted.
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practice.

It is not felt that
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this organization
betterment

can be given the entire credit ror the

of accounting,

but their strong influence without

a doubt was a guiding factor.

As can be seen from the follow-

ing Table 7, American Institute of Accountants

Membership

Record, 1916-41, on page 90; and the Graph 11, Membership
Record of the American

Institute of Accountants,

on page 91..the Institutes membership
growing.

1916-41,

has been constantly

These figures are evidence of the growing importance

of accountants

and a feeling within the profession

of a de-

sire for a higher degree of standards.
Section II
Surve1.--The

main concern at present, however,

to the accountant

and his influence either directly or in-

directly on the income tax situation.
he assisted

is with regard

the taxpayer.

That is, just how has

Before entering into a discussion

of these problems and their solution, however,

it is inter-

esting to note the results of a recent survey that the author
conducted by letter written to a rew important types of businesses

situated in Indianapolis.

establishments

requested

The letter sent to these

informaBion

as to just how the prob-

lems of taxation affected their concerns from the accounting
standpoint.

This was to be answered mainly from the stand-

points of whether they felt the accountant had become more
important

since 1913 and in what percentage had their admin-
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TABLE
AMERICAN

7

INSTI'llUTE
OF ACCOUNTANTS
RECORD 1916-1941~:'

-

YEAR

ll!:[;?,1BERSHIP

NuMBER OF r:IErilBERS

1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937a
1938
1939
1940
1941

1150
1220
1225
1252
1363
1484
1606
1809
1905
2008
2061
2098
2158
2185
2196
2182
2183
2169
2316
2386
2649
4890
5047
5184
5302
5473

-::-Source: Letter from H. T. Winton" Assistant
Secretary, .American Institute of Accountants, March 7, 1941.
Merged

aAmerican
in 1937.

Society
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istrative costs pertaining to accounting increased since
1913.

The answers were obtained largely by letter;l and a

small number by personal interview.

It was generally agreed

upon that the accountant had become considerably more important to business even to the point of being indispensible.
There seemed to be a consensus of opinion that the field of
tax accounting

is rapidly growing into a category of its

own made up of specialists.
and practiced

That is, the man who studied

tax had no time for further accounting.

In

other words, the matters of tax have become so intricate and
varied that business finds it profitable

either to bring in

or to train a man to handle this phase of the business.

It

was also brought out by some that the attitude of the public
is the chief cause of our present day tax complexity.
school of thought

This

felt that the present tax law is the re-

sult of plugging up holes that previous taxpayers had found
in an attempt t~ escape taxation.

They also expressed the

opinion that if this attempt had not been made by taxpayers
to get out of paying taxes, the law would today be a rather
simple structure.
ministrative

As to the percentage

of increase in ad-

costs because of accounting the general con-

sensus of opinon Vias that they had gone up but not in any
appreciable

degree.

The matter of payment of the taxes seemed

lSee Infra, p. 93.
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COP

Y

You are undoubtedly interested in the problems of Federal taxation.. We, therefore, both have a common interest but probably from a different angle.
At the present time I am fulfilling my final requirement
for a Masters Degree at Butler University in the College
of Business, with a major in Accounting.
This requires
as you undoubtedly know, the writing of a thesis. My
subject concerns the increases in rate and amount of
Federal taxes coupled with the growing complexity of Federal t~~ returns since 1913. From this it is my intention
to prove that the accountant has become increasingly important to business because of these Federal taxes.
Under the circumstances, I would greatly appreciate your
writing me at your convenience just hoW this problem of
taxation has affected your concern from the accounting
standpoint.
Do you feel that the accountant has become
more important since 1913? Has your percentage of administrative costs pertaining to accounting increased since
19131 In other words, would the accountant have attained
his present position if the problems of taxes had not
come about.
It will be a pleasure to hear from you and I will only be
too glad to furnish any further information which you
might desire.
Sincerely yours,

FRD:BMD

Fraru{ R. Demmerly,
1337 Park Avenue,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
Home Phone--LL
4678.
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to bother the businesses

interviewed

the cost of keeping the records.

a great deal more than

It should be understood

that these opinions are those expressed as a result of this
survey_
Section III
Income not taxable ..
--The tax return is, of course, a reflection
of the business for the taxable year covered for the purpose
of showing the correct income that is subject to tax.
question

The

in every taxpayer's mind, however, is as to how

this income may be made as low as possible to permit a lower
tax and still correct so as to pass the judgment of the revenue
department.

One does not find it necessary

to return to the

earlier years to find businesses with very inadequate
some cases no records at all.

Instances of this are even

,
found
today but not in the multiplicity

vious times.

and in

of instances of pre-

But for the definite purpose desired, it is

probably better to return to the period when income taxes were
first enforced.
of a business

Before that time, there was only one purpose

and that was to make a profit.

the un~sual circumstances

There wer-e not

of present day business to worry

about, and records kept at that time l"eflected this thought.
Most of them were kept on a cash basis, and many small businesses

did not even bother with a set of books.

accounting

as it is

l{l10Vffi

In fact,

today was not even heard of much
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less practiced.
most instances

There was a system of bookkeeping
inadequate

to represent

but in

the actual transactions

or to give a correct picture of the business.
The income taxes of 1909 and 1913 on corporations
individuals
matter

respectively

had a revolutionary

of keeping records,

and

effect on the

since it was then necessary

to know

the correct income in order that the tax might be levied accordingly.

It was at this time that the accountant

have obtained his start although
Certain

income received

seems to

in a rather indirect way_

at that time was not tiaxabl,e and ex2

amples of this are as follows:
(a)

Proceeds of life insurance policies paid to beneficiaries ..

(b)

Returned premilUJ1s,matured
render of contracts.

(c)

Value of property

Cd)

Interest on obligations
subdivision thereof.

(e)

Interest on obligations of the United States,
except in case of such obligations issued since
September 1, 1917, when the amount by which an
individual's holdings exceed $5,000 par value.

(f)

Interest upon obligations
the United States.

(g)

Interest upon securities issued lUlder the provision
of the Federal Farm Loan Act of July 7, 1916.

(h)

Compensation of all officers and employees of a
State, or any political subdivision thereof, except

endowments,

and sur-

acquired by gift.
of a State or political

2United States Corporation
Tax Returns, 1913-18.

of the possessions

~

Individual

of

Income
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when such compensation
States Goverrunent.
It is, of course, impossible

is paid by the United

to trace and list the correspond-

ing items through each year but the following

are the items

'7.

exempt f'rom tax for the ta..'{able
year 1940 •.:J
1.

The following

are partially

exempt.

(a) Amounts received other than as death claims,
interest payments, and annuities under a life
insurance or endovr.mentcontract only to the extent
that the amotmt received does not exceed the premiums paid.
(b) Interest on United States Savings Bonds and
Treasury Bonds owne d in excess of !~5,OOO and interest on obligations of instrwnentalities of the
United States is subject to surtax if the surt~c
net income is over $4,000.
This excluded, however,
obligations issued under the Federal Farm Loan Act.
(c) Dividends on share accounts in Federal savings
and loan associations, but such dividends are subject to surtax if'the net income is over q~4,,000.
2.

The following
(a)

items are wholly exempt.

Amounts received

as death claims.

(b) Gifts, money and property
devise, or inheritance.

acquired by bequest,

(c) Amounts received through accident or health
insurance or under wor-kmens compensation acts, as
compensation for personal injuries or sickness plus
the amount of any damages received, whether by suit
or agreement.
(d) Rental value of a dwelling house and appurtenances thereof' furnished to a minister of the
gospel as part of his compensation.

3United States Corporation ~
Tax Returns" 1940.

Individual

Income
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(e) Pensions and compensation received by veterans
or by the family of a veteran from the United States
for services rendered by the veteran to the United
States in time of war.
(f) Amounts received as
without the United States
of the United States who
for more than six months

earned income from sources
by an individual citizen
is a bonafide non-resident
during the taxa.ble year.

(g) Interest on (1) Treasury Notes, Bills, and
Certificates of Indebtedness, (2) obligations of the
United States issued on or before September 1, 1917,
(3) obligations issued under- the Federal Farm Loan
Act; and (4) obligations of a State, Territory, any
political subdivision thereof, the District of
Columbia, or United States possessions~
The changes

can be noted easily and it would, of course, be

the accountants
taxpayer

interest

to know of all these and whether the

could take advantage

of t hem.

A conslderable

of the exempt items are interest on goverrunent debts.
the circumstances
knowledge

the accountant

of public finance

obligations

would be required

has covered only that portion pertaining

to have a

This subject

to individuals,

that the circumstances

It is not deemed necessary,

the other types as they increased

however,

but

peculiar

to the other types of forms be thoroughly understood
accountant.

Under

in order that he might know which

are tax free and to what extent.

it would also be necessary

number

by the

to cover

in about the SWle degree

of importance.
Section IV
T~~able

Income.--After

determining

is not taxable it is only natural

that part of income that
to turn to the balance
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which

is taxed, in order to show how the proper figure is

obtained.

There are again many items, and examples will

be used to show the trend covering all concerned.
returns,

all types considered,did

not have a very satis-

factory way of showing the net taxable income.
ed separate

schedules

has been possible
loss statement

They request-

to be made showing net income and the

result was then dealt with in determining
the accountant's

the tax.

be accepted
preferred,
ness.

it

to change this until now the profit and
in an audit of a business may be

copied on the return and will fill the requirements

the statement

Through

influence working with the government

as prepared

In many instances

The first

exactly.

it is possible not even to bother to copy

which instead may be attached and will not only

by the revenue department, but in many cases
since it represents

But the question

the true picture of the busi-

still arises as to how the taxpayer

knows that the income shown is correct and will stand as such
in the eyes of the government.

In the earlier years of in-

come taxes, there was no basis or guide which might be used
to determine
established

the correct income.
certain principles

the government

The accountant has, however,

which have been accepted by

as being correct.

One of the first steps is,

of course, to have· an adequate accounting
be one which properly
as they occurred.

system.

This wou Ld

set forth, the records of the business

It would also have to include the knowledge
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of the information
the results,
to provide

requested

on tax returns in order that

when the books were closed, would tie in so as

the necessary

information

It can be readily understood
antagonistic

to complete the return.

that if the tax returns wer-e

to the books there would be a very bad situation

when an attempt was made to complete the return.
nection

it can not be overlooked

to change

the returns

accounting

principles

ment

were

which could not be altered.
to cooperate

in mind of attaining

ter the books

that it was also necessary

in some respects to comply with certain

seemed to be willing

the object

In this con-

The govern-

in this respect with

a more complete return~

Af-

and returns were changed to coincide, there

still many other problems

such as how to substantiate
/

the figures
of course,

contained

for this reason

the accountant's

to handle, and

i:lostof the figures

as gross income fall in this class, but a few re-

of inventories

attention

The present practice

cost or cost-or-market,
see, presents

fluctuation

of the accountant.

The problem

has never been settled and it is questionable

if it ever will be.

to consult

knowledge

they may be disregarded.

quire the definite

readily

'I'he re are,

certain items that are exact in themselves and

would not require

appearing

in each as being correct.

whichever
a problem

during the year.

is to show them at

is lower.

This, as one can

in the case of an unusual

It is also necessary

at times

the accoun.t.arrt
for the purpose of having him de l:;e1'-
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mine

just what the inventory

placing

that figure

keeping

inventory

developed

on the books.

period

is for the purpose of

The different methods

for the benefit

of business.

An excellant ex~wle

set of books would mean can be seen when

the item of capital gains and losses.

there was not a great deal of difference

a balance

at the beginning

was necessary.

of

are also something which the accountant has

of what an improper
reviewing

actually

In the war
since only

and end of each year was all that

With 1933 through 1940, however, a mere bal-

ance was by no means sufficient.

One year would require a

list of the capital assets in total separated from non-capital assets.
scheduled
stances

Another

would necessitate

as to the number

if the accountant

of years held.

nection

items included

When speaking of capital gains

tax.

There are, of course, many other

in this tax not only for the taxa.ble year but

for past years.

This is an excellant example of what proper

records

refer to previous
accountants

just

one can not overlook their use in computing the

new excess-profits

accounting

it is easily understood

would have found itself in, in con-

vlith this one item.

and losses,

Under the circtun-

had not set up the records so as

to show the desired information
what a dilemma business

the capital assets

can mean to a...11. est abLd shmerrb that must
years for completion

importance

of its return.

The

in this report can readily be seen.
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Section V
Deductions.--The

accountru1t has probably played a bigger

part in the matter of deductions thB-'IJ.
in Lncome ,

It is gen-

erally knovm that certain legitimate expenses can be taken
from income.

It is, however, not in the average taxpayers

scope to know what expenses are legitimate and which are not
and to what extent.

Under the circwnstances the accountant

has studied the situation and can be of assistance in determining what can be applied against income and how much.
this connection

In

depreciation is considered to be one of the

main points about which there is a great deal of controversy.
There is, of course, for all ordinary cases, an average which
could be set up and applied without question.

The return

s t a.tes tho.t the amount deductible is an amount reasonably
measuring

the portion of the investment in depreciable pro-

perty used in the business by reason of exhaustlo~wear

and

tear, including a reasonable allowance for obsolescence.

It

also further states that where obsolescence is included, it
must be shown separately with the basis upon which it is
computed.

If the property was acquired by purchase on or

after March 1, 1913, the amount of depreciation should be de.termined upon the basis of the original cost and the probable
number of years remaining of its expected useful life.

On

the other hand, if the property was purchased prior to March 1,
1913, the depreciation would be computed in the same manner
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exc ep t that it would be computed
less depreciation
fair market

sustained prior to March 1, 1913, or its

value as of' that date, whichever

The reasonable

amount has been determined

and is the average previously
without

question.

referred

As a hypothetical

ation may ovm two identical
hauling

on its original cost,

trucks.

by the accountant

to as being set up

case, however,

a corpor-

One is used for light

and the other f'or heavy loads.

to believe

was greater.

It is only natural

that the truck used for heavy hauling will wear

out first and, therefore,
be charged accordingly.

a higher rate of'depreciation
Under circumstances

should

such as these,

an average

could not be used but a study would be made by the

accountant

and the higher rate justified and vouched for by

him to the government.

A small item as this would probably

cause no commen t , but this same principle
would undoubtedly

require

some explanation.

of stating this is that the accotmtant
reasonable
Another
determining

on a larger scale
A simpler way

could prove the rate

which is the amount required by the return.
question which could arise very easily is the
of bad debts.

The taxpayer has two choices when

f'iling his return of' either deducting the debt from income
or setting up a reserve.

Af'ter the taxpayer decides, there

can be no change until the permission
obtained.

Worthless

of the Conunissioner is

debts arising from taxable income can

not be allowed as deductions unless they were included in
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income for a previous
by a corporation
included

year.

Evidence

of indebtedness

issued

which are capital assets are not to be

in this class but only as capital assets nor is any

deduction

allowed for partial worthlessness

of such securities.

If any bad debt is charged off and then recovered
sidered income in the year of recovery.
be consulted

in connection

in present returns,

could

with any of these matters found

of all concerned.

of the business

should be used or whether
before he permits

The accountant

as to the proper and best way to handle

them i'or the benefit
understanding

it is con-

He has sufficient

that he would know which method

the debts are actually worthless

them to be charged off.

The earlier returns

did not go into this in great detail, and if the debt was
considered

worthless

shown as a deduction.

a schedule of it was made, and it was
The matter of bad debt reserves

also very important from the viewpoint
Here again the accountant

is

of the amount set up.

would be required

to know the busi-

ness by which he was hired since, as an example, the reserves
of a department
wholesale

store would be different from those of a

establishment.

After taking into consideration

type of firm, it would also be necessary
the accounts
collection

to mruce a survey of

on the books to determine the probability

of each.

the accountant

Upon making

the

of

a thorough investigation,

could set up a proper reserve or an addition

104
thereto,

and justify the deduction

and of a reasonable

amount as provided

A further deduction
is that of repairs.

by the return.

that brings up a rather fine point

It is interesting

note that the language

in this respect to

in the 1940 return has been changed

very little from that appearing
might

taken as being correct

in the 1918 return.

One

assume from this fact that the accountant could not im-

prove on it.

In this connection,

however,

the last sentence

in the section

on repairs refers to certain expenditures

ing chargeable

to definite accounts depending on how depre-

ciation

is charged on the books.

seen that the accountants

be-

From this it can be readily

actions although not directly af-

fecting repairs would be indirectly affected throu~~ the depreciation

account over vnlich he probably has full control.

A feature not appearing in the older returns is that
of contributions.

A contribution

to anything

payer may choose is not necessarily

that the tax-

deductible.

One restric-

tion is that the beneficiary

can not be an organization

any part of the net earnings

inures to the benefit of any

private

shareholder

or individual..

tion is that no substantial
recipient
attempt

to influence legislation.

to the accountant

propaganda

of any

or otherwise

It would, of course, be up

to see that only the proper contributions

were used as deductions
shown properly.

The most recent restric-

part of the activities

may be used to carryon

where

but also that all that could be were

105
Losses not compensated
as deductions.

It is here necessary

be made of the transaction.
the cause, description
subsequent

for by insurance may be shown

improvementsl

that a full description

The loss must be explained as to

of the property,
depreciation

date acquired, cost,

allowed sinco acquisi-

tion of insurance,

salvage value and the resulting deductible

loss.

answer those questions,

To properly

it can be readily

seon that the insured would have to have had a very complete
set of books.

If the ac ooun t arrbhad not been previously

call-

ed in to set up the proper forms for future use it would be
practically

impossible

for the t axpayer' to give the necessary

ini'ormation to the insurance company, much less to the government.

An accountant

appears indispensible

in cases such as

these.
Although
a definite

in a very specialized

place in the class of deductions.

this type requires
ponding

field, depletion has
A deduction

of

that a separate return be filed corres-

to the type resource

covered.

Examples

of this would

be Form D, for mineral, Form E for coal, Form F for miscellaneous nonmetals,

Form 0 for oil and gas, and Form T for timber.

Since this is a ve1'Y lengthy subject in itself, it is not
possible

to cover it in its entirety, but a few of the prob-

lems will be given.
covered

There is a difi'erence if the ownor dis-

the resource himself

length of producing

or purchased

it •. '1'heexpec ted

life is, of course, very important,

and
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adjustments

have to be made in many instances when this is

either shortened or lengthened by unusual circunlstances.
this connection,

In

although not part of it, it would be neces-

sary to consider any equipment set up for the purpose of operating the resource which will be of no value afterwards.
accountant

The

has worked out means of answering these problems

and many others that this type of business presents.

vVhile

doing this he has also kept in mind that tax returns would
be required

and many of the problems are worked out according-

ly.
Since our economic system is made up of all kinds and
types of business,
is ]."
t necessary.

it is not practical to cover them all, nor
Along with all these are deductions, pecu-

liar and important to each one but in themselves nothing unusual.

There are, however, a few more that appear in most

returns that might well finish the discussion of deductions ..
~nong these is rent paid or accrued for business property.
It is definitely stated that the corporation can have no
equi ty in such property.
dividuals

can not include their personal living expenses under

this heading.
ducted.

It is also definitely known that in-

Certain items of interest expense may be de-

It is not possible to include, however, interest on

any indebtedness

incurred, be,cause of a purchase of obligation

which provided for interest wholly exempt from taxation.

This

does not include obligations of the United States issued afteI'
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September

24, 1917.

In the case of the accounts being kept

on the accrual basis, the expense incurred may be deducted.
With the exception
tending

to increase

of most Federal

taxes and taxes assessed

the value of the property assessed, taxes

paid or accrued during the taxable years are deductible.
three preceding
present
with.

problems

items although

rather simple in many cases,

which the accountant

The simple matters

These

is well fitted to deal

require his attention in as definite

a degree as the larger problems,

and since they mostly cover

the smaller taxpayer, who is in the majority,

the importance

of his action in these affairs can not be ovorlooked.
Section VI
Deductions

not allowed.--Certain

items can not be deducted,

and it is, of course, very important that the taxpayer know
what these are.
in transactions
or business,

An example of this type is a loss lncurred
which are neither connected with the trade

nor entered into for profit.

Neither is a de-

duction allowable for the amount of any item allocated to a
class of exempt income,4 other than interest.
contributions
be used.

in excess of the 51& limitation

The limitation

Additional
also can not

refers to the 5% of tho corpora-

tion net income as computed without

the benefit of the allow-

able deduction which any corporation may apply against income.
4Hefer to pages 95-97 for list or exempt incomes.
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r-etur-n specifies

The individual
are allowable

to be given proper

proper

transactions

only to the extent of gains, or in other words,

no loss is deductible.

purpose

that wagering

attention

of completing
adjustments

These matters would naturally have
when closing the books for the

the returns.

The accolmtant's help for

of these items again appears very important.
Section VII

Computation

of ~.--After

income is determined
puting

the tax.

the correct amount of net taxable

there always remains the task of com-

This in itself is not a difficult task on

individual

returns.

The personal

exemption and credit for

dependents

is always given in the return, and the only ques-

tion that might arise would be as to what determines the deduction provided

for "head of the house."

bit of controversy
the

There is quite a

on this point, and if important enough to

taxpayer, he would probably

call in an ae countiant to

pass final

judgment.

The reason for its importance

the result

of net income minus these exemptions is the balance

on which sur-tax is paid.
chapter

Surtax rates have been discussed in

two, and the desirability

er brackets

can readily be seen.

this is the interest

on government

puted in the income section.
earned income credit.

is that

of staying out o:f the highThe next item deducted :from
obligations,

as was com-

A :further deduction is the

This is a very important item to the
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taxpayer

operating

nership.

his own business

or to members

of a part-

In cases coming under these circttmstances, the

accountant

plays a distinctly

important role in determining

credit allowable

since this will, of course, re-

the maximum

duce the balance
long-term

subject to normal tax.

The items of net

capital gains or losses has been covered in Part III,

and will not require further attention.
pear, however,

as deductions

Two new items do ap-

from the total t~~ in the form

of income tax paid at the source and to foreign countries or
United

States possessions.

deducted

by the payer,

the payee.
falling

The first covers tax that has been

and the net income then passed on to

It wou.l.d
, of course, be necessary

to check items

in this class to be sure of their correctness before

including

them under this caption.

the second heading,

If an amount is used under

it is also necessary

to file an addition-

al form showing these taxes so that the government may determine their authenticity.

It can readily be seen that even

after the net taxable income of individuals has been decided,
the accountant' continues
computation

to be an important factor in the

of the tax payable.

With rates increasing grad-

ually but surely as was shovm in chapter two, the individual
is realizing

more and more that the knowledge

in the field is necessary,
growing

importance

taxpayer.

of an expert

and evidence is present of the

of the accountant

to even this class of
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In connection
income

with the computation

taxes, however,

been called
usually

the accountant

on at least as an aid.

complicated

come indispensible

excess-profits

The excess-profits

tions have undoubtedly
Under

of organization

The normal tax in itself

as has previously been explained.

even more tax conscious,

But regardless

or complex

VJhen speaking

taxpayer.

tax, he seems to have be-

of corporations

if that was possible.

turns.

This year with the un-

tax has caused a great deal of comment and

made the executives

simple, regular,

has nearly always

to many concerns.

is not simple by any means,

of corporation

of whether they are

it is ~ill

necessary to file re-

of the increase in rates, the corporafelt this action more than any other

the circumstances
that has brought

it has also been this type

the C.P.A. to the front.

In

view of the ever increasing tax bills they have fOlmd it to
their advantage
the field.
increasing

to bring in and-be guided by a specialist

This is a further example of the reason for the
importance

The partnership,

of accountants

ruany instances

returns

in modern day business.

not being subject to any tax, is not troubled

with the item of computation.

business

It is, however,

to hire an accountant

important in

since the results of the

appear in the tax returns of each partner.
coincide

a separate

in

so nearly with the individual return, that

discussion

a minor revenue

Fiduciary

of this type is unnecessary.

to the government,

Although

the estate and gift taxes
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are still present

and have provided

the last few years.
important
usual

for increased rates in

Their computation

is not unusually

in the smaller amounts, but the ever present un-

cLr-cumst anc es aIways war-r-an
t s bringing in the skilled

accountant

for consultation

of big estates
to complete

if for nothing else.

and gifts the accountant

the return

are not made.

The gift tax

form is rather new and was brought out in .an

attempt

to plug up the loophole

taxes.

It has, however,

is a tendency

is always brought in

in view of the enormous tax bill which

may arise if proper conwutations
in its present

In instances

of people not paying estate

caused much opposition because there

to place part of estates in tr'Llststo avoid

paying higher-rate

surtaxes.

An additional

criticism is that

estates

are given away to avoid high estate taxes upon death.

History

of past taxes shows that when opposition and·unrest

concerning

any tax beCOTIleSstrong enough, it is changed.

will be interesting

It

to see what the future holds for the

gift tax, since it appears in this class and is also new
enough

to be in an embryonic stage which can still be.molded

to public

opinion.
Section VIII

Complexity.--The
in two ways.

matter

of complexity has been influenced

Many items have been made clearer and others

have become more complex, so it seems.

There is no doubt that
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the science of accounting
turns.. Upon

comparing

use today, the changes
investigate
complete

the earlier returns with those in
can readily be seen.

the early records

As previously

kept by early businesses
any tax return.
the purpose

which

of a company and attempt to

brought out, the original books

did not have in mind the filing of

As a result there was no guide to go by for

of changing

these books to comply with tax regu-

It appears to have been a slow exacting road over

the accountant

them gradually
turns.

If one were to

the return from them, it could be understood much

more easily.

lations.

has been reflected in the tax re-

guided the books of business, changing

as was necessary

to comply with the tax re-

Of course, it has to be kept in mind that the needs

of the type of establishment
possible

cmne first, but when at all

these were worked out with the tax return in mind

to obtain the desired result.

The point has beon reached

.today, that when a new set of books is installed they are
built

around the requirements

be understood

of Federal

fluence,

This can

more easily when one realizes that the govern-

ment has accepted ac courrtLng principles
come tax laws.

taxation.

As a consequence

as shown in the in-

through the accountants

in-

records have been changed or set up to show results

that will tie in with the tax return.
duced the complexity

This action has re-

of returns and made filing by the tax-

payer much clearer and more easily understood.

On the other

J[
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hand, certain phases have become more complex.

These seem

to have centered mainly, however, in corporation returns, and
it is rather doubtful if the accountant had much influence
on them.. In the last few years the government has taken a
peculiar

attitude in connec t Lon vlith big business which seems

to be that organizations
fullest degree.

of this type should be taxed to the

One wonders at times if the present admin-

istration has ever heard of the frunous decision of the United
States Supreme Court in which Chief Justice j\1arshallsaid in
1819, "The power to t ax is the power to destroy."5

The in-

crease in complexity appears mostly in the computation of
taxes payable which has already been discussed.

Since these

increases have been imposed on the taxpayer, howe vcr , the
accountant has done his share to see that they may be computed
with the least possible efforts.

As they were introduced he

has figured out the best plan by which the books may be set
up so as to show the desLr-ed information necessary to complete
the return.

An example of this is the item of capital gains

and losses.

It can accordingly be seen that whilet:;he govorn-

ment appears to be increasing the complexity of tax returns
in this instance, the accountant is still bringing forth his
importance by reducing complexity wherever possible.

5H• M. Groves, A ~
p , 1.

Policy

.f..2£ ~

United States,
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Section IX
Treas_url p..~J2al'"·tment
and. Boad of Tax Appeals ..
--After the taxpayer has computed his tax and sent a remittance to the government, he may not have heard the last of his return.. It is
in this category
Institute
role.

that the C.P.A. and members of the American

of Accountants

have also played a very important

The gover-nment;may riehtfully feel that either the tax

or the net income is not correct and
findings.

notify the filer of their

Under the circu.rnstancesit may be necessary that he

appear before

the treasury department.

It is not possible

that anybody may practIce before the treasury department, and
in the earlier days only lawyers were given this privilege.O
'I'h
er-a Is now active, however, a Committee of Enrollment and
Disbarment

which investigates

permit to practice

the accountant and issues a

in this capacity.7

two points of advantage.

Such action would have

First, the taxpayer could be repre-

sented before the department by a professional man who would
justify the figures used ~~d the action taken to arrive at
the conclusion

on the return.

check on the accountant
presenting

Second the government has a

since if they discover that he 1s

.false evidence or .fraud in an attempt to justify

the t~~payer's

stand, the permit for future practice may

°Rules o.fPractice Before Treasur::rDepartment, United
States GoverrunelltPrinting O.frice.
7Ibid.
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always be rejected.8
accountant,
it.

This is, o:f course,

and he will probably

In this respect

returns.

Under

membership

able to plead
prestige.

the taxpayer's

of loosing

realizing

gaining

be even more desir-

case in view o:f the additional

as well as his

that the accountant

be:fore the Board of Tax Appeals.

that the accountant

the other items necessary

derived

allowances

knows what is a

to complete

gross

:for depreciation,

the return.

ru~d

It is a

that income taxes are here to stay. The

:from them is too necessary

ment :for any possibility
it would

seems to be

the true value of inventories,

sales, net sales, reasonable

conclusion

to pre-

stand a chance

with both cases, the government

expense,

consider his

since if he attempted

in the Institute

to practice

more and more

leeitimate

stances,

the individual

It also must not be overlooked

In connection

revenue

the tax

and was caught he would

his membership

is permitted

foregone

to perfect

n~e goverrunent would also probably

sent :false evidence

to keep

of Accountants

would probably

word o:f a little more weight

permit..

Institute

Department

these circumstances

in the Institute

to any

do all in his power

the Americ~~

has wor-ked with the Treasury

valuable

of abandonment.

to the governUnder the circmn-

seem that the goverrunent would be glad

that trained men are available

to see that the returns are
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properly

completed.

A properly

completed return, of course,

requires

less work on the government's

part.

It, therefore,

appears that the goverrunent is pushing forward the accountant
to the taxpayer by taking his judgment on matters of questionable returns.

In doing this, one wonders if they do not

have a motive

in mind of hoping that taxpayers will notice

their faith in qualified

accountants a~d accordingly have

men of this caliber complete and file their returns.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
Thero is one principle
on the minds

of all federal

ite fact that the federal
in excess
the proper
come.

government

tax be paid as computed

well be educated

being

income taxpayers.

It is a defin-

does not want anything

of' the correct amount but is only demanding

With this thought

mental

that could well be impressed

expenses

that

on the f'air taxable in-

in mind the taxpaying public might

to pay its just share to help defray governwithout

the antagonistic

f'eeling that it is

imposed upon.
The rates and the amounts on which these rates are

effective

have both increased

and decreased

al income tax crune into apparently
In most instances

permanent

since the federbeing in 1913.

their rise and fall can also be very clear-

ly traced coincidentally

with the economic conditions

times.

If the government

creased

and amounts decreased,

ment was not pressed

of the

was in need of revenue, rates inand accordingly

f'or f'unds, the reverse
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if the govern-

order took place.
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As American
and privileges
operations

citizens,

and derive

of the federal

the author feels

we all enjoy the srune rights

some similar benefit
government.

that every citizen

from the

In view of this fact
should contribute

his

proportionate

share to help defray goverrunental expenses.

The last year

saw a reduction

more

taxpayers

but wonder

in exemptions

of a lower income bracket.

so as to include
One cannot help

if this is not a step in the direction

of broaden-

ing the tax base.
Coupled
complexity.

with rates and amounts

The actual methods

is the matter

of determining

the taxable

income has been shown along with the complexity
obtaining

the information

requested

it with the rates and amounts

of

involved

in

on the return and using

in the computation

of' the tax

payable.
In this connection
tant contributions

the accountant

since 1913.

been

changed under his direction

with

tax returns.

worked
returns
proper

The records

of'business

have

to conf'orm more un.l.r
or-ml.y

On the other hand,

with the government

has made two impor-

the accountant

has

to bring about a change in the tax

so that they could be completed more easily f'rom
accou~ting

records.l

The results

since they have tended to reduce

American

are very desirable

some of' the complex problems,

lRef'er to the Special COnIDlitteeon Taxation
Institute of'Accountants.

of the
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arising upon

the ~iling

of the returns.

a great deal more which
with

the present

filing

can be done in this connection

returns

The accountant's
o~ the return

importance

in the preparation

and

which he has improved was also demon-

As his in~luence

doubtedly

continue

increases,

a state which will un-

in view o~ the increasing

which he is attaining,
who

both

and f ut ur-e changes that will arise ..

strated.

mediary

There is, o~ course,

justi~ies

prominence

it may be that he will be the interthe government

tax program

in the eyes

of the public.
The treasury said today income tax collections reached
a monthly record of ab;ut ;~l,llO,OOO,OOO in March
•
•
•
e
•
e
•
•
•
~
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• • • • • • • • • • •
The Mar-ch total was nearly double the $665,486,755
The'~igure exceeded
collected in March o~ last year.
collections made during the whole o~ several recent
fiscal years.2
Sears Roebuck and Co., today reported 1940 net incone
o r ;i~36,,086,C68,••••
The Company's tax bill amounted to ;~32,650,033, compared with ~;~18,548,160the previous year.
O~ this total, the Federal income and
excis e pr-ofLts taxes amoun t ed to ::?22,
500,000 in 1940
compared with :;plO,OOO,OOOin 1939. Net sales, totaling
:)i;r;o4,30l,014
compared with :):;617,414,662,
were the laI'eest
. ,.
t
3
3-n
nlS ory.
From

these articles

it can be seen just ho\l'l
important ~eder-

al income taxes are at present.
This study has shown the development
~rom the time o~ the 16th Amendment

adopted

of' income taxes
in 1913.

It is

2News Item in The IncUana}?oli£_News , April 2, 1941.
SNews Item in The Indianapolis

Hews, Barch 25, 1941.
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important

to understand

since that time.
thereafter

impossible

to know whether the present

conflict will have the same effect.

as this presenting
were

Taxes on income were introduced and shortly

the effects of the 'Horld War began to be apparent.

It is, of course,
European

the changes that have taken place

affected

in matters

A source such

certain phases of the t ax structure as

at that time, vlill undoubtedly prove helpful

of comparison.

As the public becomes more tax conscious the accountant will begin

to reap a richer harvest from his past ef'f'on t s ,

Some of these efforts have been shown and will be of assist-

rulce in substantiating
come tax.
been many
possible

his contribution to the field of in-

In a field as large as this there have naturally
subjects left untouched

since it would not be

to cover them all with their correlated

subjects.

The main points have, however, been included in such a way
to represent
relation

the trends

of the tax rett~ns and the accountants

to them.
In the future the acco1.mtant will undoubtedly

his influence
to economics

in income tax returns probably
at this time.

show

in ways unknown

The rates and amounts of taxes

will naturally

fluctutate.

excess profits

tax will be solved and future taxpayers V/ill

raise

The present quandary over the

their voices in disdain at future brain-chilren

which Congress

will give birth.

to

After all, the income tax
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is not yet thirty years old, an infant that is just beginning

to impress

the nation.
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